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But I i!tit a newer
wilderness,
My wilderness has

Had I never seen the
sun,
I could have borne the

made.

shade,

Emily Dickinson

Vo. XII Number 19

March 9, 1972

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Consolidation comes
to NSC
by Jan Furda and
' Kathy Gurdon
With
the
initiation
of
Consolidation, Newark State will
come closer to fulfilling its ideals
as a multi-purpose institution
servicing the people of the state.
Consolidation,
a statewide
policy, classifying students as
full-time
undergraduates or
full-time equivalents, rests on two
major premises: 1) a more
extensive range of majors offered
at night to service more students
and on a full-time basis. 2) More
full-time faculty and specialized
faculty
to
handle ad vanced
courses. Presently , Newark State
offers Elementary Education,
Fine Arts and Psychology as night
majors. Consolidation will provide
majors in Social Welfare, Math ,
Computer Science, Economics,
Management Science, Political
Science, English and Sociology.
Full-time undergrads will be

matriculated students carrying
twelve credits or more, while
part-time students will be those
who carry less than twelve credits.
All have the option of taking
classes during the day or at night.
The effects of consolidation
will soon be evident. For example,
a full-time undergrad attending
evening
classes,
has
the

opportunity to run for offices and
vote in elections. On the other
hand, he will also have to pay a
student fee. The day and evening
budgets will be merged into one,
relieving the evening program of
its self-suffiency. There will be a
consol idation of the Field Services
Divisions of Intersession, Summer
Session and Seminars with the
hope of providing more flexibility
in
schedule
planning and
obtaining
required
courses.
Advantages noted
by
the
Administration are the mixture of
young and more mature students,
office hours extended, faculty and
administration expansion, and
State handling of monetary
resources allocated to the college.
For
every
full -t ime
undergraduate, the state will set
jlside $1,705.00, and for every
part-time student, $1000.00.
President Weiss commented that
Consolidation is " basically the
right way o go." His only protest
was aimed at the " performance
agreement ."
Initiated
by
Governor Cahill, the agreement
forces the President of the College
to do what the Governor
demands, and is to be subject to
the state. It takes away the local
autonomy of the college and
(Continued on Pagl' 3)

New Academic
Calendar Passed
President Weiss announced the
passing of a new academic
calendar at the February 28th
Board of Trustees Meeting. The
calendar is a version of the 4-1-4
calendar presently used at other
colleges. Classes for the Fall
semester will begin immediately
after Labor Day and will continue
until December 23 , culminating
before the break. The Spring
semester will
start at the
beginning of February and will
end in early May. There will be no

Careers
Conference
A Careers Conference called
for May 15 and 16 is being
planned by the NSC Program for
the Study of the Future. ·Tue
growing awareness of the need for
re-evaluation and planning in
varied areas of employment has
been a factor in the initiation of
the Careers Conference. Also, it
has been established . because
employment prospects seem bleak
in many areas of study and also in
professional
training which
seemed wide-open a few years
ago. Therefore, a major goal of
t he Conference is to focus on the
(Continu ed on Page 2)

exam periods as such. All exams
will be given within the semester
during
normal
class hours.
President Weiss stated
that
numerous possibilities can be
explored for the open period
between the two semesters. The
open month may be used for
"Mini-courses" or "Minimesters",
independent
studies, study
abroad , and junior practicum . The
open period can also be used as a
"goal-retreat" when the " goals of
the college" can be reassessed
annd re-evaluated in terms of
changes of the environment."
These are a few of the possibiliti1:;s
to be explored for the month of
January . President Weiss stated
that the students and faculty
should be "commended on (this)
very progressive step ."
J

Mock
convention
nears

The Credentials Committee for
Newark State's Mock Democrati c
Convention on April 10, 11, and
12, is registering state delegations
daily in the Student Organization
(Continued on Page 2)

Meyers and the
Romance .of words
By Suzanne St. Pierre
Language is a cyclical process,
moving towards no easily defined
goal, and changing all t he time in
subtle ways , barely perceptible to
its users. We are all part of the
language
process, and
all
contributors to the confusion and
ambiguousness that is the result.
The history of words is a kind of
never-ending romance that allows
for the variety of depth and
personality we can create in our
communication.
The Romance of Words was
the topic for the English Club's
lecture on February 29 during the
College Free Hour. Dr. Rowland
Meyers, a member of the English
Department and an esteemed
intellectual nationally, presented a
talk that was both interesting and
educational, well worth listening
to.
To
list
Dr.
Meyer ' s
accomplishments, he is a graduate
of
Dartmouth
College and
received his Dr. of Philosophy
degree from Johns Hopkins
University in Romance Languages
and Literature. He was awarded
an
American
Field
Service
Fellowship and has studied in

Ge rm any,
Italy, Spain and
Mexico.
It should also be noted that he
is a man of wide experience who
also has the capacity and tale nt to
relate to less experienced people
without pomposity , but with
humor and vivacity. His own
enthusiasm could not help but be
transmitted to the audience. Since
he did not seem to take the
subject overly seriously, the
atmosphere was comfortable and
informal even in the formality of
Willis 300.
Dr. Meyers stressed the point
that language is not an entity
somewhere apart from daily
living. but that we are all part of
the process, all the time, whether
we realize it or not. Pronunciation ·
differences, garbled and unclear
speech, misunderstood syllables,
all contribute to the process of
language.
The difference in accents in a
particular language indicates
strongly how much language does
change. It changes so fast, in fact,
that dialect changes from region
to region and town to town. Slang
can come in and go out again
before many people even pick it

Election Results
The results of the primary today, March 9. Also on today's
election held on March 2nd are as ballot will be the candidates
follows: the final candidates for seeking the Presidency of Student
vice-president of Student Org. are Org., the office of Secretary, the
Alice Ann Hoeft (138 votes) and two offices of -Assistant Secrerary
Rich Hauser (193 votes); and and the NSA Coordinator.
candidates for Assistant Treasurer
Statistics gathered by the
are Sheila Tome (146 votes) and · Election Committee show that the
Dan Martin (124 votes).
Class of 197 5 had the highest
Junior Hauser accumulated 55 percentage
of voters; 206
votes ahead of his opponent freshman voted. The Class of '72
Freshman
Hoeft.
Whereas, tallied the 2nd highest number of
Sophomore Thorne's 146 outdrew voters with 1 +! seniors voting.
Sophomore Martin's 124 votes by The Sophomore Class had 121
22.
members coming out to vote and
Thc5e four candidates will vye 93 members of the Junior Class
for t heir respective positions voted.

up. Dr. Meyers believes that no
accent or manner of speaking can
be regarded as correct or incorrect
because the purpose of language is
to be understood, and the method
of making oneself understood is
really insignificant.
Dr. Meyers is a man who
knows what he's talking about
and knows how to talk about it,
which makes for a rare and
refreshing experience.

Clep

Exams
Offered
Newark State College has
recently decided to ask all
prospective freshmen who will
enroll in September, 1972 to take
college level examinations which
if passed successfully, could result
in the student earning up to an
entire year of college credit.
.
The tests are ·part ofthe College
Level
Examination
Program
(CLEP)
developed
by
the
Educational Testing Service.
CLEP is a battery of five tests
which
includes
English
Composition,
science,
mathematics, humanities, and
social science for a possible total
of 30 credit hours.
The College Level Examination
will be offered on Satrudays in
March, Ap~il and May from 8:30
a.m. until 4:00 p.m. for the
incoming students.
According to Dr. E. Theodore
Stier, Director , of Admissions,
"t he
opportunity
offered
{Continued on Page 2)
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Clep
(Continued from Page 1)

represents an investment of a few
hours of time with the possible
return of one year Jess of
undergraduate college work and
financial JillVing of tuition, fees,
books, insurance, room-board
and/or transportation which could
amount to nearly $2,000.00 if the
student scores successfully on the
tests."

Careers

Conf
Scheduled
(Continued from Page I:

· problem of career ancl job
opportunities offered to today's
students. The Conference is
designed to survey and assess
present and future employment
prospects for college, university,
community and junior college
populations.
The conference will "examine
career prospects within the
framework of a presentation of
the future shape of technological
civilization based upon an analysis
of major trends, probable
scientific and technological
innovations, and their likely
effects. It will also sur-vey the
present career and
job
opportunity situation and explore
career forecasting from the 1970's
to 2000."
The Conference programmers
believe that the need for career
assessment on a continuous basis
- is obvious. For such an assessment
to be of value a regular evaluation
and revision in keeping with the
changing times and conditions of
a technological society is needed.
In order to meet this need, the
Conference plans to explore the
possibility
of creating a
mechanism which will serve this
function. Such a mechanism
would amount to a "Career
Assessment Index".
The Index wotdd be the result
of a systematic periodic review of
career opportunities, projections
and prospects. At frequent
intervals, Index reports would
facilitate flexibility in curriculum
planning.
Newark State's Program for the
Study of the Future is aware of
the fact that career assessment
and higher education have an
impact upon each other. The
Careers Conference plans to
examine some of the implications
of a changing employment market
and how they relate to higher
education.
Because the
programmers believe the vast
number of students seek a higher
education as a means of entering a
career and earning a living,....-it
seems imperative that this
interrelationship between
education and the job market be
explored. It means that educators
must be aware of, and prepare
students for occupations that do
not yet exist.
Panel discussions at the
two-day conference include the
areas of labor and business,
science
and
technology
government,
cooperative
education, the media, and socia1
services.
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Convention Bank Aids Hemopheliacs ·
Nears

Ann Hosley, Chairman of blood to the two boys should
Newark State Blood Bank, stated contact Mr. and Mrs. Rosenwald
Conference Room from 11 am to 50 pints of blood will be given to at the aforementioned address.
Mark and Glen Rosenwald of 131
5pm.
The blood bank was initiated
The Committee encourages any Princeton Avenue , Rahway, New
by
Gary De Carolis, last year's
Jersey
07065.
The
two
youngsters
one who wishes to participate and that means "anyone" - . are hemophiliacs and need blood chairman, who is presently
students,
faculty,
and to lead normal lives. The 50 co-chairman of the committee.
administrators - to simply show credits of blood will be released to The idea was formulated when a
up at the Student Org office and the Elizabeth town Chapter of the student of Newark State College
ask for a seat with whatever state Greater New York Bolld Bank. needed blood and could not
· they want. If participants do not The boys receive blood from the afford to pay for it. The blood
particularly care what state they Essex County Blood Bank. bank covers the faculty, students,
administration, and staff of
represent , the committee will Anyone who wishes to donate
assign them a state that has
unfilled spaces.
.
The committee will appoint a
temporary . state delegation
chairman, who will call, a state
caucus. Each state caucus will
elect a permanent chairman, and
the disposition of the state's votes
by Sharon McHale
hope was expressed that Mr.
will be the responsibility of the
As
of
March
20,
1972
Mr.
Joel
Ginsberg
could acquire a more
delegation. Control of a state can
Ginsberg will assume the post of efficient machine.
mean a great deal of power at the
Further set backs against
convention. On roll call votes, the director of the Audio- Visual Aids
Department. The . post was inaugeration has been t!'ie shortage
state chairman will . poll the
delegation, and report the state's relinquished by Dr. John O'Meara of staff in the department and the
who in the future will focus his reshuffling of personnel. This has
votes.
attention upon the vocation of resulted •in the program of Dial
The convention's faculty
advisors from the Political Science teaching. One of the many Access to become dormant. Mr.
problems which will be facing Mr. Ginsberg 's position will be one of
Dept. point out at a formula for
Ginsberg
is implementation of the authority whereby he will have
victory will probably.result from a
Dial Access system on campus.
the power to reorganize the
battle between control of the
Equipment for Dial Access has department and to overcome the
Large northeastern states, and a
coalition of the smaller states been installed in the cubical on present technical difficulties. If
from the south and west, or the second floor of the library but Mr. Ginsberg succeeds in· finding
to this day, has not been used . solutions to the diverse problems
"middle America".
One of the perplexities of the that confront the program, the
If two groups want the same
state, then the matter will be system 's operation in the past is system will begin to function in
delayed until the first night of the the fact that all tapes, both audio time for summer school sessions.
convention, Monday, April 10. and visual must be four track Another delaying factor is that
The credentials fight will be tapes. Therefore, a professor who schedules must be set-up by those
turned over to a floor battle, the submits information for a tape to who wish to incorporate Dial
entire convention will decide. be programmed will encounter a Access in the study material of
Early indications are that some delay if his tape is not a four track their classes. A professor must
southern states will have because then· the tape must be make allowances for the time that
competing delegation, and their dubbed . Members of the dubbing entails as to insure that
department noted that dubbing is the tapes when ready will
credentials fight will be an early
time consuming, especially on the correspond to the period that the
test of strength for competing
machine now being used , and the class will be coming.
factions in the entire convention.
The committee urges the entire
college community to participate,
and get on a state delegation now.
(Continued from Page 1)

Visual Aids Gets
New Chief

Loans
Available

Now is the time to pick up
applications for Joans and grants
and for summer jobs. Every
student who feels he will need aid
in 1972-73 should submit a
completed application before
April first. Witp federal funds in
short supply, late applicants will
not receive full consideration.
Also available now are Tuition
Aid Grant applications. Every
student with need who does not
have a state scholarship or an EOF
award should apply. TAG awards
are given on the basis of need to
cover tuition above $450. Eligible
Newark State students will receive
$150. The TAG program is
administered by the State
Scholarship Commission.

Social Welfare Majors
There will be a me!;!ting today
of the Social Welfare Club. All
Social Welfare Majors should
att.end this meeting in Willis
401 at 1 :30. Elections for new
officers will be held. You can
learn about the progress the
club has made with its canned
food drive and find out about
your qualifications and
significance as a Big Brother or
Sister in the Big Brother
Program .

Consolidation Who
Needs it??

Although the idea of
consolidation has been kicked
around for several years, there
appears to be a concerted effort
to make it a reality for the fall
semester. Just what does it mean?
I don't exactly know and I don't
think anyone else does either.
Why is it necessary; what will be
the advantages? Again, no one has
been able to be definite and give a
satisfactory answer.
The answers we receive as to
particular advantages or
disadvantages involved in the
union of the day · and evening
divisions depend upon who you
are and who you ask in the
administration. This has been
quite evident in my discussions
with representatives of Student
Organization and other
administrators and faculty on
campus. We are not given the
same information but only what
we want to hear. Enough to
pacify us just so long as we go
along.
As President of the Evening
Student Council, my primary
interest is that of the nearly 8,000
people that we represent. But my
concern doesn't end with only
those attending night classes but,
in fact, encompasses all the
students of our college. It has to
since any policy enacted by either
side integrally effects us all.
Consequently, our interests and
that of Student Organization must
basically be the same.
What are some of the proposed
advantages of consolidation? Well,

one seems to be that there will be,
an increase in the number of full
time faculty giving instruction at
night. On the surface, this looks
like a very definite plus; but will
these faculty members be able to
instruct an evening student in a
manner which is relevant to him
and not tend to treat him as a day
student? Generally yes. But not
any further degree than the
present faculty. It has been my
experience that the instructors
currently working in the Evening
school will bend over backwards
to accommodate their students,
even so far as to offering
additional tutoring outside of
class meetings. Even though
adjunct faculty maintain no
offices at the college, they usually
offer counseling at their home,
the student's homes, or anywhere
in between. So where, then, lies
any definte benefit to the evening
student? On the contrary, some
full time faculty I've talked to
even resent the fact that they may
have to teach a few classes in the
evening. Therefore, they may
customarily teach all their classes
in the same manner regardless of
the psychological and
philosophical differences of the
two classes of students. On the
other hand, adjunct faculty, in a
imilar ·position as the evening
students who work during the
day, know exactly what they are
required to do and what type of
student they are dealing with.
They more fully understand the
(Conti._nued on Page 3)

Newark State College and their
families. Ten per cent of the
blood donated is given to the
indigent. The blood is also used
for _e mergencies in
the
community.
The first blood bank drive was
held in the spring of 1971 and the
second drive was held on
November
9,
1971.
Approxiamtely 257 pints of blood
were donated during the two
blood bank drives by members of
the
faculty, administration,
students and staff of Newark
State College. April 17, 1972 has
been designated as the date for
the third blood bank drive.

( '
rigll.t . >co.ntracept1ve
for you
Right, because it's effective!
Right. because it's gentle. so you
can use it with confidence. And
these are the big reasons why
Emko Foam should be your
contraceptive. Over ten years
of testing and medical studies
prove Emko one of the most
effective contraceptives available. Vet it contains no hormones
and therefore cannot harm your
general health and well-being.

Of course, Emko Foam has
other important advantages,
too. There are no complicated
schedules to follow ; no prescriptions or fittings, and you use it
only when you need protection.
Besides, you hardly know it"s
there. With all of these advantages, you owe it to yourself
to try Emko.
Emko Foam Two Ways .. .
• Regular with delicate. clear
applicator
• Pre-Fil, that can be filled up
to one week in advance

THE EMKO CO . • ST. LOUIS . M 'O.

anted:
MaJe aad · Female Students to
tutor c:bildren pades 1-12 in

math or reading. Must lane
awn tramportation and .live in
•nenl uea WestfWd. Call
Ebroalz ·LearaiJla Ceaaer
233-6121.
-
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New
Concert
for March
Well gang, it's concert time
again and we've got a really nifty
show lined up for you this time.
dig.this ....
Delaney and Bonnie and
Friends (and you never can tell
which of their illustrious
friends will show up )
Billy Preston (of Bangla Desh
and ' Let It Be' fame ) And
Kenny
Loggins and Jim
Messina (Jim was with Buffalo
Springfield and Poco)
This concert will happen on
Friday , March 31st for one show
only at 8 P.M. and tickets are only
$1.50.
Read on if you want more
information on these great acts :
There's musical fads and phases
coming, going and returning all
the time. But below and behind
all of it there are a few streams of
indiginous, basic ideas which
never ,grab the limelight but , if
o nl y
because
of
t h e ir
omnipresence, come to the force
naturally . Delaney and Bonnie,
and their friends, play music like
that. It's obviously rooted in the
natur a l
go s p e l-fo l k -c ountry
tradi tions of any bunch of people
raised in places like Mississippi ,
Missouri , Oklahoma , and so o n
down the line. It's a natural -type
music that comes fro m playing
what you know and having those
bones natu rally infected , and
improved on, by what you hear.
Delaney and Bonnie have been
around.
T hey've
paid
the
inevitable dues of general
starvation, lack or notoriety, lack
of promotion. They were the only
while group ever to sign with Stax
Records, an almost excl usively
rhythm and blues label.
Delaney is Delaney Bramle tt.
Bonnie is his wife. Delaney was
born in Route 3, Mississippi, July
31, 1939; Bonnie near St. Louis
on November 8, 1944. During the
era of bad gigs and Qad foot they
met, married each other, and got
down to search ing for friends who
could work with them. These
fr ie11ds do11't just play m usic they're part or it,. and just as
mu ch a part as, say , the writers.
Th e
f riend s
wer e
found
everywhere. It wasn 't a conscious
search.
The friend con cept spreads.
They de fine friends as people who
want to be together to do the
same thing. Already established
musicians are getting into it. When
they opened at The Whiskey in
L.A. for three nights in March,
Steve Stills, Dave Crosby , Buddy
Miles and several others begged to
sit in on sets - and did , and dug
it.
Delaney ex plains that it's
nothing new . They 've been
playing and writing what they're
playing and writing since who
knows when. It's just that folds
are getting tired of noise and
general psychedelia and can enjoy
voices and good music. Leon
Russell , George Harrison, Eric
clapton , Billy Preston - they've
all (and lots of others) played gigs
with Delaney and Bonnie.- Their
circle of friends is growing,
moving along the regular circles of
first turning on musicians, then
the so-called tastemakers, and so
on, until everybody's a friend of
The Original Delaney and Bonnie
and Friends. That's why they
write invitations like " We Got To
Get Ourselves Together".
Billy Preston rocked, rolled ,
(Continued on Page 12)
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Rock revival has
ups and downs
by Ed Naha
Well Celi has done iL again .
College Center Board , before a
capacity crowd at The Little
Theater on February
27th
presented one hell of a ROCK
AND RO LL REVIVAL.
The show was highlighted by
some of the classic Olympians of
rock in the classic sense. Hosted
by Student Org. President Bob
DeFerdinando, formerly Rockin'
Bob or Rockin' Bob and the
Make-Outs, the show began with a
jumpin, jiven' Gary. U.S . Bonds
and went into a frenzy from there
on in.
Also in to p form were the
Coasters who have consistenU y
remained one of the top rock
groups ever to entertai n an
audience. The boys went through
most of their well known hits,
including " Poison Ivy ," " Charley
Brown ," and " Yakety Yak." The
Shirelles were also on hand with
their music , marred occasionally
by the antics of a loud mouthed
pitchman who reduces the level of
their performance to that of a
circus sideshow.
The highlight of the evening,
was without a doubt, the
appearance of the super-cool axe
king of fifties rock . .. Bo Diddly.
Bo is not a master of guitar, most
muscians will grant that, but he is

a master entertainer and reall y
knows how to get an audience
moving. Bo did some o r his
better-known
r oof-raisers
including "Mona" (the same
"Mona" made
famous
by
Quick-Silver Messenger Service)
-and topped off his performance
with · some
quick
moving
"Diddly-itus. "
After Bo left the stage, it
seemed incredibly bare and the
audience knew that no-one could
follow an act like that.
T~ey were right. It seems that
the only people in the theater that
felt there was an act that could
upstage Bo were The Pl atters who
demanded to p spot on the bill.
Feebly warbling thro ugh the
ghosts o f the past, the quartet
succeeded only in conjuring up
images of what they were. Times
have been hard on The Platters
and they alone, out of all the acts
performing that night , made one
realize that these people were
entertainers from another era and
not of the present.
The concert was ended by the
Platters on a sour note, and the
high energy level generated by Bo
Diddly was allowed to fall limply
to the ground. Rock and roll was
allowed to die for a second time
on February 27th at Newark State
College.

n.s.c. photography
show & sale
Newark State College is pleased to announce its first annual
photography show and sale to be held in the latter part of April in the
st~dent gallery . The exhibition will consist of black and white and color
prints. You are invited to enter photos for judging if you are a student
graduate student, faculty member or alumni.
'
Photos will be judged for originality, subject interest and display of
over-all phot~-technical skills . Since the show will also be a sale, te prices
for photos_ w,!I be standard and subJect to the committees discretion unless
otherwise 1nd1cated. If you are interested in submitting your work here's
what to do:
'
1. All work submitted must be no smaller than s" x 7" .
2. All work must be in an envelope with your name, address and
telephone number.
3. Co_lor prints will be made from slides so slides are eligible .
4. P~1nts_are pr!ferred unmatted, since the committee will be matting
ev~ryth1ng, in certain cases matted prints will be re-matted.
Bring your work to :
1. Student store (in Student Union)
2 . William Tiernan VE-206
3 . Or. Douglas Tatton VE Building

(Continued from Page 2)
plight of the night student and
tailor the coursework accordi ngly .
This does not imply maki ng the
cou rse easier just more relevant.
The most critical aspect of the
single coll ege concept is academic
advisement. And here, dear day
studen t, let me tell you what you
are missing. I've been told by
many of you that when you seek
resolutions to problems y ou are
led on a wild course of referrals
from one office to another and
more often than not end up where
you started out. Problem or
problems unresolved. But all that
an Evening student has .to do is
call one telephone number, enter
one office or see one reason and
his particular problem is almost
resolved right then and there.
" One stop adjudication" is what I
like to call it. How does it work?
Well , when a new evening student
enters Newark State College he
sees a part icular advisor who
interviews, tests and admi ts him .
This same advisor follows his
a c ademic progress up until
graduation . In this manner, the
counselor goes to intimately know
his studen ts, his needs, desires,
idiosyncrasies ang is able to
rerider assistance in many areas.
Th is e ff ecLively curtails the
amount of shuttling a student has
to go th rough and thus eases a lot
or f rustration. T his is true
efficiency and professionalism and
a fi ne example of the policy o r
the Division of Field Services:
"Se r vice to the Students."
Further, this procedure eliminates
Lo a large degree Lhe bu ck passing
Lhat would ex ist in the more
bu reauc ratic system arising from
total consolidation. How will
unfficati6n benefit "us here? Don'£'"
get the wrong idea that Field
Services is a paragon or virtue . IL
has faults to be sure. But we have
a system that works and works
well indeed. I would noL hesitate
Lo recommend that other
de partments adopt some of the
procedures employed by Field
Services instead of eliminating
them . The personal touch is not
lacking here and we shou ld not
give it up.
There is yet another area of
concern over the single college
concept. Would it be fa ir to day
students if their classes were taken
over by an influ x of evening
students? Would it be fair to us, if
day students should decide to fill
up our evening classes, freezing us
out? Definitely not, on both
counts. Still, I have seen no
equitable safeguard to prevent this
from happening. In this respect,
the night students have never been
a threat to day students and I
can't see that they ever will be.
But here again, we stand to lose
out since, by our very nature, we
can attend only those classes given
in the evening. We have little
choice. But you, as day students,
have all the flexibility. In
addition, there may even be a
quota placed on us. Just look at
all these good things that ,
consolidation is doing for us!
Now consider the proposed
tuition set up for the Fall.
Presently, 12 credits cost us
$242.00. In the FALL, it will be
$300 plus a $35.00 activity fee
for the same bill of goods. Of
what use will the $35.00 activity
fee be to an average forty -five

year old married night student
wi th children. After working all
day, attending classes at night, all
he wan ts to do is spend his free
· time at home wi th his family. No
one is going to get hi m to return
to the campus on the weekend fo r
some activity which he coutd· care
less about. I'll tell you one thing
though , he'll be pretty damn mad
at having to pay tha t fee and I
don't think we 'll hear the end of
either.
· Another serious drawback
would be the adoption of the 7 5
minute class period forcing us to
attend the same class two or three
times a week. The effect of this
would be that we would have to
take fewer courses since it would
be almost impossible to prepare
for each class. The end result - a
Degree in ten to twelve years.
It does not matter whether an
evening student takes 3 or 23
c redit s. Call him full-time,
part-time, any name you wish ; bu t
by nature, he is still an evening
student. He has a unique set of
problems and you can 't put all of
us in the same bag, trPaL us all in
the same manner, ju., I because a
studen t decided to ta ke twelve
instead of eleven credi ts.
I r e ali z e th at St ud e n t
Organization has offered Lo assist
us many Limes and we have
r ec ipro ca t e d in every way
possibl e. However, because of the
na ture and complexity of the
problem, the Eveni ng Student
Council has elected to remain
autonomous. Our charge - to
render serv ice to anyone attend ing
classes at night.
What does student organization
stand to gain . Nothing , but extra
student fees, a mere drop in_~the __:
bucket by their standards; buf the
additional responsibility will be
overwhelming. In this respect I see
a definite need for increased
intera c tion and cooperation
between our two organizations;
not absorption.
This college belongs to us, the
students. We are the ones who wili
decide what is good for us, and
not accept the dictates of thos•i in
power as to what they thin is
good for us. The state and its
administrators are our _ servants,
not our masters. And , let us never
forget that.
Consolidation Comes to NSC
(Con tinued fro m Page Jj
demands that each state college
opera te and de velop in mu ch the
same way.
President Weiss stated that
Newark State is moving slower in
the Consolidation process than
the other state colleges because
" unnecessary acceleration can
ca use
overcrowding, faculty
dismissals and hurt feelings."
Academic Advisement, day or
night, must revamp its structure in
order to reach all the students.
Faculty must also be increased
from 18% to 40%.
Before scheduling for Fall
1972 can be completed, the
President's
Consolidation
committee, a long with faculty
and administration must agree
upon class offerings and sections.
All factions of Newark State are
presently working to resolve
technicalities concerning the
consolidation.

ERRORITE™

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE
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Sound And Fury
. "Truth cannot bl! forceJ. but must be allowed to plead for itself."

The Elections

/

The newly elected President of
Student
Organization
for
1972-1973 will have to cope with
a unique situation - consolidation
(see facts and explanation in
article on page 1 ). Because of the 1
State mandate, Council will
encompass many new areas and
incumber
its
resulting
responsibilities. It will also be the
delegating force for a significant
increase of student membership.
The
responsibility
of
co-ordinating and serving its
student body will ultimately lie
within the office of the President
of Student Organization. How to
achieve such a unification will be
her
or his problem. The
candidates for President of
Student Organization in TODAYS
election are: Rose Vizcarrondo
and Steve Band .
During
the
candidate's
interviews held Monday night by
the members of the Editorial
Board of the INDEPENDENT,
each aspirant stressed their own
viewpoints
on
campus
involvement and the role played
by Student Org. Miss Vizcarrondo
stressed the individuality and
self-worth of each separate group
on campus, while Mr. Band spoke
on the unification of factions en
masse.
Steve Band expressed two main
concerns as a presidential
candidate. He proposes the
creation of an advisory cabinet
composed of the heads of other
organizations and clubs. The
purpose of this cabinet would be
to expedite the exchange of
information throughout the
campus. As a second proposal, Mr.
Band would lil(e to incorporate
into the Council structure,
students representing their major
departments. The need for such a
revamping of Council according to
Band is evidenced in his following
statement, "Council, as I see it, is
really unfair towards the student
constituents, it doesn't really .
represent the student body."
One of the major changes
facing the campus is the
consolidation of both the day and
evening students- Regarding this
issue Steve Bank elasticized, "We
must get night and day Student

Council
together." He also
commented that the Evening
Division Student Council feels
that we are not sensitive to deal
with 40 year old students and that
they wesh to remain autonomous.
As an alternate unifying solution,
he suggest that these people be a
funded · group of Student
Organization, similar to COB. The
interpretation of this to mean that
it will still be under the auspices
of Student Org. and not totally
consolidated or incorporated into
the system.
"There is no excuse for
minority groups to be polarized."
Candidate Rose Vizcarrondo
discussed campus polarization by
citing problems facing newly
formed groups. She theorizes"
they are forced to be polarized if
Student Org. doesn't agree with
their principles; SDS for example
is pushed aside, women are
pushed aside ." Women however
Ms Vizcarrondo believes are now
letting their voices be heard. Once
new m; organizations " look like
funded
groups" recognized ,
funded and with an office "only then will they be accepted
into the mainstream of activities."
Questioned on how groups
may possibly get together Junior
Vizcarrondo explained "I'm not
saying we should get into one big
happy family . There are positive
differences; everybody has
separate gifts to be used ."
As a project for next year
Vizcarrondo proposes to expand
NSC health services. "We need
more health mobiles; more tests
for certain anemias, birth control
information, more sophisticated
doctors and nurses plus longer
hours for these services."
As Consolidation will greatly
effect college careers so will the
state rise in tuition fees.
Vizcarrondo means to initiate
strong actions in defiance of the
increase. If necessary she will
"arrange a strike; we need a
statewide alliance. If the state
raises the tuition it should also
give us something extra to show
for it."

Security
Force
To The Editor,
I would like to take this
opportunity to commend the
usher and security FORCE at
Sunday's Rock and Roll Revival
in their expert ability of keeping
those people who did not have
tickets for the concert out of the
the~ter. However, I think they
should have been told that people
who have those little colored slips
of cardboard (called tickets) are
allowed to come in.
When I entered the lobby of
the theater Sunday I was quite
amused at the trained animal act
in yellow T-Shirts which was
performing at the door - an
added attraction I suppose. One
such being was crawling around
on all fours on the floor - I guess
the tickets were a bit slippery and
he lost his grip. My girl friend and
I carefully stepped over him and I
handed another usher our two
(count them, one, two) tickets. I
started to walk through the lobby
when I heard a muddled yell from
my girl friend, who was being held
captive by the aforementioned
floor-crawling usher who was
asking her where her ticket was.
She told him that she already had
her ticket torn in half and that her
boyfr~end (yours truly) had the
stub. I showed him the stub but
he evidently didn't believe that
the stubs were legal because the
usher who had taken them from
me had dribbled on them and
smeared the ink. Just then a
gorilla, cleverly concealed in a
grey suit, grabs my girl friend in a
half nelson and proceeded to drag
her off to his hideout for
questioning. After an exchange of
grunts and a few bananas for
ransom I finally convinced him
that we both had tickets and he
let her go.
I might suggest to all those
attending future C.C.B . •concerts
that they tie their tickets around
their necks with a . rope or glue
them to their foreheads encased in
neon lights to prevent this type of
incident from happening again. Or
maybe the next time a concert
rolls around you ought not to buy

a ticket - you may stand a better
chance of getting in .
Don Lutz
(and Denise)

Rock OK
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter as the
spokesman for a group of students
who went to see Sunday night's
Rock Festival. It was great! Really
one of the best shows we've had
here.
Not only the performers were
great. The way the whole evening
was conducted was also great. It
was the first time I have been to a
show where -I could actually
breathe all night without having
to choke on cigarette smoke.
Everything ran really smoothly
and the show came off real well.
I understand that most of the
credit goes to the ushers and the
Head Usher, Charlie Rocco , a
student here at the college. I think
he ran a good tight show and we,
the students, benefited. All I can
say is, "Keep up the good work ,
we really appreciate it".
Thanks,
A group who saw the show -

Lupkin NSA
To the Editor:
I wish to support the following
people in the current Student
Organization elections. Mr. Ed
Lupkin for N.S.A . Co-ordinator. I
have found Mr. Lupkin to be a
hard
working, honest and
concerned student worker
throughout the year and know he
will continue as such in the roll of
N.S.A. Co-ordinator.
For Assistant Secretary,
would like to recommend Ms.
Kathi Brown and Ms. Janice
Ka rl en. Both women have worked
throughout the year for the
Sophomore Class and Course
Evaluation respectfully . At these
and other student ventures they
both have shown the interest and
foilow through I feel is necessary
for this position.
For Assistant Treasurer, I think
Ms. Shelia Thorne is the onee. Ms.
Thorne has shown a real concern
for
Student Org. finances
throughout the year as well as
(Co ntinu ed o n Page l 0)
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·African Art
Exhibit Due
by Renie Zinsmeister
A group of Contemporary
African Artists' work will be
exhibited at Newark State College
beginning March 6 , 1972. These
works will be shown at the
College Gallery, Vaughn Eames
Hall, Morris Avenue, Union , New
Jersey . The exhibition is open to
the public and may be seen on
Monday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m ., and, on Thursday
until 7:00 p.m.
Early in the century masters of
Modern Art became interested in
African Art but they approached
it from a Western viewpoint. In
the contemporary works on
exhibit we see the African Artist
working within the traditions that
are part of the fabric of his life.
With an awareness of the roots of
African ~ symbols _, ne " translat~s
these forms into contemporary
terms.
The Artists whose work will be
on exhibit have all been associated
with the Mbari Mbayo, a cultural
club in Oshogbo, Nigeria. Growing
out of this early association these
African Artists have been able to
enlarge their personal styles. Four
artists who will be exhibiting their
work at Newark State College are
ADEBISI F ABUNMI, JIN ADU
OLADEPO,
BRUCE
0 N. 0 B .R A K P E Y A ,
and
MURAINA OYELA;MI. ,
ADEBJSI F ABUNMI is a
Painter, Stage Designer, Actor and
a Museum Curator. He has worked
as a painter and printmaker. Mr.
F ABUNMI has also worked on
large wool tapestries. He is also
involved with the symbolism of
Africa but in his work we find the
use of color applied with a
beautiful
brilliance.
He
has
exhibited extensively in Nigeria
and England as well as in the
United States.
JUNADU OLADEPO began
casting work in brass in 1965.
Prior to this time Mr. OLADEPO

FRIDAY, MARCH· 10

had been a blacksmith. This trade
has obviously given him a unique
understanding of metals. His casts
are not repeated since the method
of casting that he uses limits the
mold to one casting. Seldom does
he repeat a design . Each piece is a
unique and exciting statement of
contemporary African Art. He too
has exhibited extensively.
BRUCE ONOBRAKPEYA is
an art teacher and became
director of the art department of
St. Gregory's College in Labos. A
commission for book illustrations
sparked off Mr. Onobrakpeya's
interest
in
printmaking.
Influenced by Nigerian folklore,
he has enlarged these symbols
through his experimentation with
printmaking.
BRUCE
ONOBRAKPEY A has continued
~ong tbe ,sam~ lines. ,as the other
artists in the exhibit in extending
the traditional symbols into
contem;>0rary terms. His work has
been exhibited in
London,
Cardiff, West Germany, New
York, Brazil, Canada, India as well
as in Lagos.
MURAINA OYELAMI has also
had his work compared to Paul
Klee. Again it comes as a shock to
realize that we are seeing a man
work in a style that is part of his
cultural heritage. Mr. OYELAMI'S
later work has also been compared
with Roualt. Needless to say Mr.
OYELAMI is not familiar with
either artist he is just continuing
the traditions of African art. He
has put "Yoruba symbolism to a
modern use". His work has been
exhibited extensively in this
country.
J. Newton Hill, visiting Fine
Arts
faculty
member
is
responsible for borrowing these
works from Miriam and Jean
Wolford,
Washington,
D.C.
Collectors.

March 28

THE ROCKET

Townsend Lecture

SHIP BAND

Committe

COFFEE
HOUSE

back on to get them out of a jam .
Nol only does Murphy and Salt
come out of the live recording
amiably, but they succeed in
laying down some of the most
inventive music heard on Ip in
sometime.
The album begins as 'does
Murphy's concerts, with lone
bagpiper
Allard
droning on
monotenously, signalling the calm
before the storm. All hell breaks
loose ,as t~e band t.akes of.f qn the
powerful
study of politi cal
martyrdom "The Example" and
the Ip is kept on the high energy
level throughout both si des one
and two.
·
Salt gives fo rth with some off
the best riffing done by a "rock
band" (labels! labels!) around
today, and their instrumentation
is amazing.
All in -all, J.F. Murphy is a
wel co me changes of pace from the
usual drival found imprinted on
round pastic.

before. Like eight hears ago? Who
was
it?
Maybe
Glenn
Yarborough?"
Seriously folks, Chapin's music
can only be outdone by his poetic
lyricism . From "Taxi;" She was
gonna be an actress/ And I was
gonna learn to fly. /She took off
to find the footlights /I took off to
find the sky. /And · here she's
acting
happy ./ lnside
her
handsome home; And me I'm
flying in my taxi ,/Taking tips and
gettmg stoned. /I go 'flying so high
when I'm stoned.
Another Chapin gem, from
"The Greyhound," Take the
Greyhound /It's a dog of a way to
get around / Take the Greyhound /
It's a doggone easy way to get you
down .
Clever, huh?
Congratulations Harry Ch:•pin,
HEADS
AND
TALES
is
undoubtedly one of the best
albums of 1961.

* * *

FRESHMAN
SEMI - FORMAL
MARCH 17, 1972
AT THE BLUE
SHUTTER INN
MORRIS AVE., UNION
7 - 12:00
MUSIC BY
PATRICIA & DAVID
AND MORTALITY
TICKETS $9.00
A COUPLE
AVAILABLE
THURS MARCH 9
AT FREEHOUR
OR FROM
MARK McGRATH

And now, a couple of words
about
A&M's CHILLIWACK.
Vapid. Vapid.

* * *

I listened to Harry Chapin 's
HEADS AND TALES (Elektra)
album the other day , and I have
the distinct impression that I lost
the toss. Harry Chapin is the kind
of perfomrer you listen to and
think "Hey didn't I hear that

Mr. Hill will give a special
gallery talk on Tuesday, March
14th, College free hour. All are
invited.

THE DEBUT OF

NSC

by Ed Naha
have just heard one· of the
best albums of 1972. Jeez kids,
who can it be? Neil Young mining
for golden hearts? Jethro Tull 's
Yes-ish ode to a brick'? Carly •
Simon? Paul Simon? Simon
Simon? All of these? None of
these? Give up?
JF MURPHY AND SALT
(Elektra) by J.F . Murphy and Salt
is an unqualified success. The
group , well known by many
Newark Staters 'as 'da groop wit
da scottish horns, 'has produced
an album which sucessfully
captures the etherical spirit of the
group's live performance. J.F. and
Salt ( consisting of Murphy on
keyboards and vocals, George
Christ on harp and congas, Joe
Parrino
on
guitar,
Russell
Warmolts on bass, Ron Allard on
brass and bagpipes , and Bobby
Paiva on crums) combine the best
of jazz, rock, blues and Irish -fo lk
and come up with an entirely new
musical idiom which shall hereby
be referred to as Gaelic rock, for
want of a better label. (and aren't
labels handy?)
The band has sort of defied
conventional
standards by
releasing a debut label album
recorded live. As everyone knows,
this is a very hazardous step for
any up and coming group in that
if they blow it, they blow it and
there is no studio wizardry to fall

Will Present
George Carlin

by Al Malawka
While the President of our fair
and just form of "oppressed
democratic" nation shook hands
with the Yellow Terror, I was at
home in the confines of my bed
eating popcorn and drinking grape
juice, (which just so happens to be
about my favorite form and
substance of liquid refreshment). I
was quite well pleased with this
turri of events. Why? Just read on!
With all of the supposed
trouble that we in this country are
having, I find it rather nice to sit
in my bed watching the T. V. and
viewing the events as they occur
from throughout the entire globe.
Quite nice it is, I muse to myself,

to be here while it's happening
there and to actually become a

vicarious extension of it. Imagine,
Nixon and his cute-as-a-button
wife representing us and our
en tire life styles. I just hope that
the Terror does not think of us all
as being somehow subservent to
Dick in any way, shape or form.
How would you enjoy being
known as the person who backed
Nixon the hawk and now finding
yourself backing Nixon the dove?
If the Terror was surprised at this,
guess how much we must be!
Paradoxical, isn't it?
The only trouble that I truly
had in relating to this gesture of
(Continued on Page 6)
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''Another
I View ... "
"particulate" (1e tmy pieces of
by Tom Haluszozak
Extent turbine designs, despite residual waste) matter as opposed
their advantages and efficient to gases - they drift to the
production of usable sim ple ground, and pose no real
power relies on large quantities of photochemical smog problem.
expensive Cobalt/Nickel alloys. 'J'his, however, has been subject to
Chrysler's gas turbine department question, and in a recent Newark
says that 7 lbs. of the eleven in College of Engineering study
at the American
each of its 130 BHP units are revealed
Society's Annual
nickel based alloys and estimates Chemical
that we (ie USA) would be using meeting (1971) show that a single
15-16% of the free-world's annual jet airplane application of a
nickel if we produced 10 Million turbine, in one landing or takeoff
' turbines per year - a rather large drenches the environment with as
" particulate" matter
sum. Production is another story much
altoge ther costs are high (commonly known as soot) as
regardless of their inherent some 2500 cars (conventional)
simplicity of operation and light produce in an entire day. The
relative
weig ht.
Machining problem here can be traced to
accuracy is crucial in assembly inaccurate meeting of fuel into
and production of roters designed the burner boxes of the turbine to turn 46 ,000 RPMs. High doubtlessly controllable by solid
temperature necessitates the state injector devices like those
in
the
application of high insulation and currently employed
an elaborate, not to mention Volkswagon fastback.
gigantic,
extraction system
complete with dual asbestos
It is true about the turbines
duc twork occupying the better constant
power at relative
part of under chassis space.
am bient temperature ; however,
The phenomenal smoothness the power doesn 't vary with
discussed two weeks ago by yours temperature so much as at
truly that charac terizes turbine differentiating sea levels; Pratt S.
operation at relatively high Whitney (Pratt and lndiannapolis
revolutions a minute can be easily Whitney) guaranteed the turbine
interrupt~d by a tiny inaccuracy for the 1967 STP Paxton
in the roter, causing not only lack Indiannapolis car for 540 BHP C
of power but a centrifugal 6,230 RPM - at 59 degrees F and
blow-up ; dangerous as well as constant Sea Level. But if ambient
expensive. Such an inherent temperature and sea level change ,
explosion would
necessitate let's say to 80 degrees F and 10
removal and installation of .a degrees below sea level that figure
complete turbine , most probably drops to 470 BHP; and at 100
along with random body parts degrees F and 20 below sea
also damaged in the violen_t , ieveJ /L . it's only 4-QO. BJ;IP.
instantaceous abortion of gasses at · 'Obviously it wfll have to be
such
compression . This designed with this in mind ;
installation alone would account preparation
for
relative
for the about 60% of the car's environment is probably necessary
initial purchase price the and will be just another technical
turbine being the most crucial dealer - oriented service. Besides
part in the otherwise meaningless, - 400 BPH ain't too hard to take
arbitrary hulk. Perhaps grouping (imagine a stock, 400 HP
of off-size journals and over-size Deuce .. . . )
bearing, and .shafts coul_d enable
F i n a 11y ,
t h e
O 1d
mass production of turbines on a parts-per-million
(PPM / G)
more realistic , General Motor level measurement s
of pollutant
- such practices are used on concentrations from exhaust must
reciprocating engines; all parts be alture current methods of
miscellaneous , part-produced measuring PPM and converting it
General-Motors lemon!
to grams/mile had better realize
Tl).e pollution figures sited last the
mu c; h
greater exhaust
week are irrefutably correct VOLUME if the turbine, whose
although the black smoke visi ble very existence depends on the
from the · exhaust parts of any conversion of immense quantities
turbine can be misleading. The of inrushing compressed air into
turbine is cleaner burning than usable power (ROAD & TRACK
spark-ignition engines, but they Marc_h 1971).
give
off
more
visible ,
Moretocome,Chow.

Review

Let's Go
This includes information on
sights, accomodations, food ,·
evenings and shopping. Prices are
Agencies, $2.95
European travel in the last included wherever possible.
If money problems, or
couple of years has been fantastic1
Students have discovered that it is apprehensions are holding you
reasonably cheap to travel in from making your trip, 1...et's Go
Europe , if one is willing to migh_t help solve your problems.
exclude the luxury one connects Masters of the Occult, Daniel
with the fantasy of European Cohen , Dodd, Mead & Company,
travel often perpetrated by the $5.95
media. Today's student traveller is Occultism is usually associated
s lightly reminiscent of the with the neat ideas of witches,
expatriots of the twenties and power in the black art!? mediums
thirties, a rather indefinite search and so on, and not very often
for an even more indefinite goal . taken seriously, only a fancy .
The Harvard Student Agencies Daniel Cohen has taken the
have published Let's Go to guide famous masters of the occult and
the student travellers of 1972. written of their past, their
Information on countries and · accomplishments and their _,.
cities is organized and helpful.
(Continued o n Page 12)
LET'S GO: the student guide to
EUROPE,
Harvard Student

(by) Fr. Philip Merdinger
In a stimulating article in the
TIMES magazine section last
week, Erich Fromm explored
some
aspects of aggressive
behavior and put forward a theory
on why people act so often in
violence. Among the 'character
structures' which, he says, are
most prone to aggression, he cites
the 'bored' character which he
considers to be one of the most
potent sources of aggressive
behavior. Without summarizing or
evaluating his article, we can make
use of some of his observations.
"Man is a passionate being, in
need of stimulation; he tolerates
boredom and monotony badly,
and if he cannot take a genuine
interest in life, his boredom will
force him to seek it in a perverted
way of destruction and violence ."
Modern industrial life seems to be
boring to many people. It is
routine an!l bureaucratic , and
people seem able to tolerate it as
long as there is constant change
and stimulation 'after hours.' It is
especially boring to people who
have
abandoned
the
buy-have-consume process and
want something more from life.
Boredom saps the - energy of
otherwise creative people , making
them passive , inert and apathetic .
Whether in work or leisure, job or
classroom , life becomes a listless
tedium not even relieved by love
and friendship . It's a bad scene for
many.
Fromm says that a solution can
be found in reducing boredom in
work and leisure but that this will
require "drastic changes in our
social and economic and mural
structure." How to do this? Some
say that a new lifestyle which
rejects
the use-and-consume
mentality is the first step. I think
they are right. But something
must take its place. People ,
perhaps? Wouldn't a constructive,
compassionate relationship with
people, a relationship
that
challenges the hyprocrisy and
contempt of those who wield
power - wouldn't this be a cure
for boredom , and become a great
source of satisfaction? Here on
campus, there are students who
are creating this relationship . by
their personal and group actions,
especially to organizations which
serve the needs of other studen ts
and people in the community.
Their actions show that answers
can be found to a problem which
afflicts many people, a large
number of whom, Fromm says,
are between 17 and 24 years old.

Hi! What's Up?
Love,.Horse
THE COURSE
EVALAUTION
COMMITTEE
INVITES
ALL DEPARTMENT
CHAIRMEN
-TO A MEETING
DOWNS HALL

ROOM A

MARCH 16, 1972

1:40 P.M.

bombing and the killing. About
the only one who made any
attempt to vocalize about the
situation itself was this nation's
own home-bred ass, Mrs. Martha
Mitchell. She related some type of
remark as to the fact t hat the girl
should have been torn limb from
limb. (I guess that Chou and Mao
are somewhat lucky that she
didn't arrive in their country.) She
may have said something stupid
and have blown the whole
shabang.
Doesn't it strike anyone just a
little bi t strange that this trip for
" ... the peace of all mankind."
would occur now, just on the
heels of an election year?
Alternative motives of any kind,
perhaps?
And so I wish you luck; Dick &
Pat , Al & Jim , and to all the other
two-faced individuals who reside
by Mark Hurwitz
Goddamn
so n-of-a -bitch! in any close proximity to the
Caught off guard . March 1st and World . Remember, what you
promised then and what is
2nd, 1972 - heat wave.
occuring
Now. although they may
I dashed out to the garage and
then it is _under winter's refuse of be for your own personal goals
shifting junk. It's been standing in later on will be the thing which
the same P,lace since November. It will bring about your downfall.
could have used a washing and (And I hope that it comes soon ).
waxing before I stored it away.
I dug it out, (who the hell had
the audacity and unmittigated
gaul to lean the snow shovel up
against my Bike). I cleaned off the
empty husks of bird seed
scattered all over the seat, better
the field mice eat the seed all over
the bike then start chewing on the
wiring.
Now I fit the key into the
ignition like the meeting of an old
For
,r the
• nqoffice of assistant.•
fri°end. I turn it on. The sound was treasurer ,
for
Student
that solid little click echoing out Organization I endorse Miss Shelia
of what seemed a distant past of Thorne. She has had experience in
warm winds and soft days. The the financial field, and has the
idiot lights, neutral and oil, initiative to learn new and better
glowed on with their Christmas way to accomplish goals. Her
colors, jubilantly happy .
better judgement on financial
But I hesitated trying to start situations has helped C.B.A.
it. It just wasn't the impulse and stretch their funds to enjoy the
doubt of, "Would it start after all basic needs of an organization
these months?" But also the with a large membership. With her
sensation of settling onto the seat ingenuity
and
her
legal
for a moment. A whole winter of mannerisms, I would
most
"Bench-racing", grooving on definitely vote "yes" for Shelia 1
memories and now the possibility Thorne for assistant treasurer.
,
of action, once again . Hands
Tony Romano
reached out, caressing the hand
Community Coalition
grips, tweaking the throttle. They
slowly reached forward , the front
Due to the efforts of the
brake is solid in response to a
concerned students of
gentle squeeze, the hydrolic line
seems to be in tact. The clutch is
Community Coalition, N.S.C.
as easy as ever.
was blessed with sunshine and
Suddenly, I am no longer in
warmth on March 1st and 2nd.
the dark, dank garage but up in
the Watchung Mts., leaning into
Once again, Community
the turns, gunning into the
Coalition is helping YOU, the
straights,
bra king, shifting,
student. To show your
whinning along, the wind pushing
immense gratitude, come out
under my gace shield. And then, I
am back in reality, sitting on a
and voty 011' Thursday, March
cold bike staring at the deep green
9th, in the College Center.
of the neutral light.
HELP US ......... TO HELP YOU
Oh well, I might as well try to
start the beast. I hit the horn, it
. sounded, there was enough juice
TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc.
in the battery to turn her over.
Send $1.00 for your descriptive
Gas valve on to reserve, just in
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
case, who knows when was the
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
last time I got gas, but there's
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
- enou2h. Choke on. I could almost
" We need a local salesman"
feel the flow of gasoline to the
four carborators. Another tweak
For Sale
of the throttle. It's primed and
ready
Afgan Coat
I hit the starter button. The
electric starter caught, the engine
Brand New,
growled. But nothing . . . it just
ground away like a car on a cold
beautiful $35.00
morning. I tried again, and
again ... nothing. I began to wear
Marty
688-3875
the battery- down. Frustration, I
started to kick over with the old
(Co ntinu ed fro m Page 5)

friendship was in the actual
wondering of whether or not to
think of this trip as just another
step in Dick's quest to make the
Big Time again in '72. Akin to
wondering if the Edsel would be
again manufactured as just a gag
or an honest attempt to correct
past faults.
I now begin to wonder about
the girl who some weeks past had
the courage to face our own White
Terror and to tell him to stop the

On the.
Pegs·

(Continued on Page 12)
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The Explore Student Government Encounter Committee will feature the following encounter group
programs for the spring semester. The programs are available at no cost to the Newark State Community
and friends of the college.
Many of you may have been involved with encounter group experiences in the past. Many of you may be
interested in discovering what encounter groups can offer to you. If you are interested in one of the
following programs, please fill out and return the enclosed form to the Student Activities Office in the
College Center.

\\

The Explore programs will begin the nel(V time schedule Monday, February 14.
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Program: Thematic Microlab

Program: Hypnosis and mind expansion

Time - Tues. 1 :30 PM
Trainer: Gene Fixler
Location - Alumni Lounge
An opportunity to relieve yourself of the day's
tensions and experience an awareness. of your body, your
energy potential, communication skills, and perception of
you by others. Themes will be offered weekly in an attempt
to introduce virtually all types of Encounter experience for
those interested in both short-term interaction and in-depth
training.

Time - Friday 1 PM
Trainer: Don Maroun
Location - Alumni Lounge
Auto hypnosis and hetero hypnosis will provide the
basis for an encounter format designed to facilitate
self-exploration and alternate states of consciousness.

Program: Explore

...

.
..i

·!-' .

.f
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Program: Exploration of Sexual Identity

Ii

Time - Tues. 2:30 PM
Trainer: Don Maroun
Location - Alumni Lounge
The traditional roles that society has dictated :
Masculine
strong, tough, unemotional, provider;
Feminine - pretty, motherly, helpless, emotional , in many
ways do not allow us the freedom to act as we feel.
The heterosexual-homosexual aspects of our sexual
interest will be explored . This program is designed to help
people come to terms with the polarities inside themselves
and to foster personal growth and understanding of others.

Time - Thurs. 3 :30 PM
Location - Alumni Lounge

Trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun
An open-ended encounter group which focuses on
exploring what motivates you and what you can do about
it; also, how can we: see ourselves more clearly ; see
ourselves as others see us; act the way we really feel. The
direction of Explore is determined by the participants .

I

\

r-----------------,

Program: Group Experience
Time - Wed. 3:30 PM
Trainer: Marcella Haslam Location - Alumni Lounge
A group concentrating on the act of working together,
of experiencing shared feelings, and developing trust.
Emphasis will shift according to the needs of the group
members.
·

I
I

for.. ........................... ................................ ..........................

I
I

I

please print name .......................... •······· •········· ········ ············

_I

I would like to be considered as an applicant

.i ~;~: ; ~·-: ·.: :·: ·: .·: ·:: ·: : ·: : ·: ·: : : : · _·:-.~:.: i
I

Program: Need Fulfillment.
Trainer: Rhoda Feigenbaum

I

' I
I
I

Time - Thurs. 1 :40 PM
Location - Alumni Lounge

address ............ ...................... .......... .. ..................................

I

I
I
I

return to Student Activities Office
College Center

~----------------J
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More sound and ·fury
Lupkin
(Continued from Page 4)

chairing a
major student
committee, C.B.A. Her honesty
and
interest can not be
questioned, she will make a fine
Assistant Treasurer.
For Vice President, I -strongly
support Ms. Ali ce Ann Hoeft. I
have watched Ms. Hoeft since she
entered N.S.C. a year ago. Never
have I seen a freshman take such
an
active roll in student
government affairs with such great
success. Ms. Hoeft has worked on
Council , Community Coalition,
and on numerous independent
projects. (The organization of a
state wide student group and to
organize resistance to the tuition
increase.) I feel she is more than
qualified, with the follow through
and interest needed for an active
Vice President.
Finally, for President of
student Organization, I speak on
behalf of Mr. Steve Band. Mr.
Band has been a tireless worker
throughout this year, President of
the Junior Class, on numerous
Student Org. committees, and
many
independent projects.
Dependability is the word for Mr.
Band. Whatever he tells you he
will do - he will do. He is a man
who works extremely well with
others, has the student's best
interest in mind at all times and a
deep sense of commitment.·
Mr. Steve Band for President.

Sorry I wrote so, but I tried to
be to the point as best I could and
still be clear.
Thank you
ROBERT DIFERDINANDO
PRESIDENT, STUDENT

recommendation to hire a
Business Manager has already been
implemented: Steve Piccollo has
been hired and has already
established new fiscal control
which
will
put Student
Organization on a sounder, more
equitable footing .
* The Bookstore has lowered
its prices and hired more student
personnel.
* Students are now eligible for
eight full-tuition scholarships
based on activities, need and
scholarship.
* The NSC Day Care Center
has received the continued
support
from
Student
Organization necessary for its
existence.
* Student Organization has
freed the Theatre Guild to
attempt
to
achieve total
independence from Student
Organization financial support.
* The Communication Help
Center has ·evolved from the Hot
Line and is on its way to
becoming the most useful service
the College offers.
* WNSC "Fresh Air" radio
began
broadcasting and
established a new outlet for
students to express themselves
freely.
* The Goods Shop is now
operating, and provides an outlet
for both students and faculty
creativity.
* Now that the Encounter
Comm. has merged with the
Explore group, students will be
able to participate in off-campus
encounters and receive expert
.
follow-up activities on campus.

* The dormitories have finally

been recognized as an Important
component of the student
population and now receive
support for various activities.
* The Satellite Program
concept has been accepted by the
college and means more space for
all members of the College
community to relax, work or
recreate. The success of this
program, however, depends on the
maintenance of a high level of
Student Organization under interest on the part of students to
the
leadership
of Bob protecttheirinterests.
DiFerdinando has made
* Student Organization will
significant contributions to the finance and support a mock
quality of social, political and political convention to provide
academic life at NSC.
students the opportunity to get an
An independent who won last inside look at a major aspect of
year's election because of the American political system. It
significant fraternity and sorority is hoped that this type of activity
support, Bob has done much to will promote interest in reforming
end the Greek vs.
Freak that system.
antagonisms which were so much
* Student Organization
a part of previous student politics. published a meaningful course
Because of his deep concern for evaluation which has served as a
the welfare of others, student resource for students, faculty and
participation in the major issues administrators.
of the campus (quality of
* Through the concept of
education, costs of ~ducation, , shared governance ·students have
student rights, etc.) has increased been better represented than ever
manifold. And bec11,use students before in the decision -making
are the natural allies of the process process of the college. Students
of change, their consistent efforts have served as chairman of
have gone a long way toward All-College committees and h4ve
solving many of these problems. demonstrated a willingness and
A partial list of Student ability to help shape the policies
Organization's accomplishments . which effect the entire College
follow, not only to show students ..,.. community.
where Student Organization has
* Academic and personnel
been this past year, but also, policies are on their way toward
hopefully, to show where Student attaining their proper status in the
Organization is going in the deliberations . of the Student
future.
Council. Two new offices have
* An attorney was placed on been created to emphasize their
retainer. Michael Diamond has higher status; Academic Affairs
consistantly helped with legal Liason Officer and ARTP Affairs
advise anq is developing the court Officer. Both positions enabled
case t? end the student teaching students to acquire a meaningful
fee.
.
voice in educational policies of
* A management report was the College.
made by the accounting firm of
* A beginning relationship with
Haskins and Sells along with the the Evening Division Student
yearly
audit. Their major Council has been established and
ORGANIZATION, INC.

Sheila for
Assist.
Treasurer

means are being developed to
obtain the maximum benefits for
all students at the College.
There is no doubt that Student
Org. has gone a long way toward
making its power the power of the
student
body. Instead of
permitting a small group of
students to control its resources,
this years Student Org. has
continued to spread the wealth
and power to the maximum
benefit of the students and the
college. And the way is clear to
continue this effort as the
Business Manager improves fiscal
conttol, the lawyer remains
committed to competent legal
assistance and investigation, and
the students continue their active
participation in the almost
unbelievable riumber , of areas
which together contribute so
effectively to the stated purpose
of Student Organization; Artical
II
Purpose (Student Org.
Constitution)
1. To provide an organization
of students, governed by
students and for students.
2.
To
promote
the
principles of unfettered
scholarship and inquiry,
expression
of scholarly
opinion.
3. To promote continued
improvement of academic
standards at Newark State
College.
4. To promote membership
participation in Student affairs.
I would like to thank all the
students who helped make it
possible for my winning the
primaries for assistant treasurer.
This Th ursday I hope these same

students, and more will again
come out and vote in my behalf.
Thank-you
Shelia Thorne
candidate for
assistant treasurer

KarlinAssist. Sec.
The workings of · student
organization are dependent upon
the processing and organizing of
its materials. These secretarial
duties need a person with two
capabilities. 1) Knowledge of the
office and its machines and files,
and 2) time to spend in the office.
For the past 3 months,Janice
Karlen has assisted our secretaries,
and at times completely filled in
for them . It is because of her
experience in the office, and her
proven dedication, that I urge
eaclr concerned student to make
Janice - Karlen our Assistan t
Secretary.
Bob Powers
Vice-President
Student Org.

Rose for
Pres.
Fellow Students,
I would like to take this
opportunity to make my
candidacy known to you . I am
running for the office of President
of Student Organization. I have
been associating with Student
Organization through
my
invovement in C.8.A. and Seate.
This involvement has given me the
opportunity to observe the inner
workings of Student Government
and the efficiency of its
committee structure.

In terms of action I was greatly
involved in the action against the
inequities in the Book Store.
Many
of
Student
Organization's attitudes and
outlooks are antiquated and
desperately need re-examination
and re-evaluation.
Student Organization is in
great need of documentation and
organization of the various laws
and action taken by student
council over the years, the
absence of such a collection of
these actions has resulted in
duplication and lack of direction.
Perhaps the most useful action
that the next president of Student
Organization could do would be
the elimination, consolidation,
and
reorganization of the
committee structure.
Making political promises is
not my style, the two above
committments I have made are
things that could be achieved by
direction of the president because
they are procedural matters.
I will close by asking you to
cast your vote for a more
efficient, more responsive Student
Government, and give me your
support at the polls on Thursday,
March 9.
Respectfully,
Submitted
Rose Vicarrondo

Gary for
Sheila
Working with
Student
Organization over the past few
years I've come to meet a small
number of active, interested and
concerned students.
Never being one to overwhelm
the students with an onslaught of
political jargin I would simply like
to say Shelia Thorne, meets all of
the above mentioned qualities and
would in my. opinion, serve the
students tremendously.
Gary Decarolis

Vote "no"
To the Editor
Today the student body is
voting OJ;! two amendments to the
Student
Organization
Constitution, in addition to
selecting officers for the coming
year.
One amendment is aimed at
lowering the number of council
members required to be present in
order for a meeting to be held. At
present two-thirds of the members
must be in attendence in ord1r to
have a quorum . The amendment if
passed, will lower this figure to
three-fifths of the members.
Hopefully this will lead to more
efficient operations. We urge you
to vote yes on this Amendment.
The
other
proposed
amendment would give the
President of Collegians for Black
Action a vote on both the
Executive Board and The Student
Council. In our opinion, this
would set a dangerous prededent
for groups, if passed. We recognize
the fact that minorities on this
campus do not have as effective a
voice as they should. However,
this is not the proper solution to
the problem. In our campaign
against this issue, we do not want
the votes of those racists who will
vote against the amendment as a
matter of habit, since it has racial
implications. Instead, we would
like people to recognize this
gesture as the tokenism that it is

and to also r~cognize it as simply
adding another layer to our
already large bureaucracy. We
would therefore urge a "no" note
on this issue, amendment number
two on the ballot.
Jerry Barron Council '72
Larry Wlazh
easurer '72
James Harrison Council '72
William Crum Council '7 5
Steve Wance Council '72
Bob Young
Jim Mason Council '72
Joseph P. Zagorski Council '72

Lynn
Assist. Sec.
I'll get right to the heart of my
message. My name is Lynn Pakrul.
I am requesting your support in
my bid for re-election to the
position of Assistant Secretary of
Student Organization. I have been
instrumental in getting many of
the worthwhile programs of
Student Organization rolling this
past year. We now have a business
manager to handle Stu. Org. funds
in a professional and realistic way.
I am a person who is around day
and night and am always ready to
listen and study any student's
proposals. I have handled my job
seriously and have grown from the
experiences encountered while in
office. I am confident that I can
give you another progressive year
by my continuation of service as
Assistant Secretary.
Thank you

Steve for
Karlin
To the Editor,
Efficiency, expertise, and
dedication. to ones responsibilities
are among the most important
criteria when judging one's
qualifications for public office.
Janice Karlen, candidate for
Assistant Secretary of Student
Organization, is one such
individual who excels in each of
the above considerations. Her
.experience as a meipber of the
secr~tarial, course eyalu~tioi:, and ,
human relations committees has
given Janice the additional
knowledge necessary to be an
active and involved factor for a
better Student Organization.
I therefore strongly urge you
to cast your vote today, March
9th, for Janice Karlen, Assistant
Secretary
of
Student
Organization.

Wilson
Speaks
To the Student Body:
Since this is the first time I've
written a letter tq endorse anyone
for any office, I almost feel as if
I'm making up for ·lost time,
because there are three candidates
who
I feel warrant' this
con~ideration.
Steve Band is my choice for
President because of his
outstanding ability to get the job
done. Once Steve makes a
commitment it is only a matter of
time before he produces results.
Steve knows how to find the best ,
people - to help him, but never
absolves himself from
the
responsibility of his position. It
was this personal quality which
made
DiFerdinando's
administration so effective.
(Continued on Page 11)
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Alice Ann Hoeft is my choice
for Vice President since she would
complement
Ste v e's
administration with her unusual
commitment to student affairs.
Even though Alice Ann has been
here for a relatively short time,
she has managed to learn the
workings of Student Organization
by being perfectly consistent in
her attendance as a Council
member and as a member of the
Finance Board. Alice Ann is too
energetic to be a do-nothing V.P.
and has already earned your vote
because of her proven dedication
to your affairs.
Sheila Thorne is my choice for
the office of Assistant Treasurer
because her qualifications are
exceptional. Sheila has had
experience working on budget
matters for CBA and maintains a
close scrutiny over Student
Council activities. Her dedication
to the entire student body was
made apparent when she stood
her ground with other students in
demanding lower prices and more
jobs for students in the bookstore.
All three candidates deserve
your support because each is
capable of serving Student
Organization so that it may serve
y6u , and as a team they are
capable of enhancing Student
Organization's role as the guardian
of your interests. Give them your
vote!
Yours truly,
Ken Wilson

Mc Garry
For Harley
To The Editor:
Election time Is here gain at
Newark State College and once
again we will be asked to select
officers to govern us for the
coming year. Having been State
Chairman of N.S.A . for two years
now and presently serving as
Vice-Chairman of the N.S.A.
Congress Steering Committee, I
feel obliged to offer my advice
and reccommendation as to the
selection
of the
N .S.A .
Co-ordinator.
Dave Hurley has served with
me o Council ' this 'year. He has
repeatedly expressed 'J concern
both about the welfare of the
students of Newark State College,
both in terms of local rights and
conditions and how we fare on
the National level. In addition to
his Council experience, Dave is
also well aware of the structure of
the administration and is well
prepared to deal with them when
problems arise. An important
consideration should be the
ability to be available on a
moments notice. In this area, too,
Dave has the advantage of being a

dorm stud~nt and thus always on
campus.
Recognizing these qualities and
the need for a dedicated servant in
this position, I reccommend David
Hurley as N.S.A. Coordinator. I
will vote for him on March 2nd
and I urge you to do the same.
Continuing the struggle,
'J. Alan McGarry

Hauser
Ever since his entrance to
Newark State College, Richard
Hauser's prime concern has been
student advancement. To serve all
students. One avenue beneficial to
student need is Student Council.
His interest in Council did not
cease with Friday night sessions.
President DiFerdinando appointed
Hauser to Finance Board and

student trustee to the College
Co-operative. When asking for
volunteers, Hauser participated in
ad hoc committees to evaluate
courses and Carnival.
On departmental level Hauser Dear Editor ,
by BARRY COHEN
Cruising. Small, official - looking
was appointed to the Psychology
Why not lay the dividers in the
It was Frank's idea for us to sign read "Fire Warden." Nearby ,
Retention , Tenure, Promotion Snack Bar ena· to end between the
take a weekend. He'd write the we began to descend a gravel
Committee.
Student Cen ter and the Library music; I'd write the lyrics. When drive, despite warning "private
When it was announced that where they 'll be' of some real use
asked if there was any special drive." We quickly whipped
professors were to be fired Hauser as a walkway .
system as to the production of backward, pursued by two
questioned this abrupt change in
sound, Frank answered, "It's barking dogs. Next si_gn of life (we
administrative policy on the
simple enough. The sights and hoped.) Large building on the
departmental level.
sounds, or lack of, instill feelings same lake, bore the name "Old
With the tuition increase which
in you that are transformed into Copper Mine Inn." A r1,1stic tavern
would
prevent many NSC
whatever comes naturally - For set on a grassy plot. Parked,
students from returning, Hauser,
Being at Newark State College myself music, For Barry, words - stretched our legs. Wondered
working with
Community has been an experience. Many get them together and you've got whether it was safe to leave the
Coalition, contacted many good things have developed it made." Further commenting on instruments unattended. Still,
legislators by letter and in person. through meeting many new and his situation, as reflected in his afraid they might give us a
Most of the problems involving wonderful friends , becoming music, Castiglia remarked : "Just negative connotation. (Already
with
Student getting out of the army leaves you got the idea we weren't invited.)
NSC students can no longer -be involved
coped with by the immediate Organization Projects. Some of sort of lost. I came home looking We took our chances. The door
administration. The Governor, these involvements have been , for a rumor - 'America'. For 13 swung open easily enough,
of the Satellite months overseas I was told how revealing two men, one older, one
Board of Higher Education, and Chairman
legislators need to know that Committee, Carnival Director, great my country was, and of all younger. Old man told us he knew
Newark State is situated in Union, Disc-jockey on the W.N.S .C. the Freedom and Jove my country no place to get foo d. (What, may I
radio, and involvement with the held. I want to find it. I want to ask did he or his neighbors
New Jersey .
Student representatives must National Student Association.
be loved by it." Our two day sur~ive on?) Informed us that the
not only be aware but be able to
I have seen these past two experience was a brief attempt to deserted cabins we had passed on
effect change to aid student years go by with a deep interest hold our outlooks together. The the lake, (and in fac t , the whole
needs. Hauser believes that 'and involvement working with source - the people themselves.
area), were government owned
Newark State shou ld have a lobby N.S .'.A.'s - efforts working to The back woods of New Jersey.
land. Said we would have to go to
Trenton.
benefit the student body. Yet You 're from Newark? Well, don't
For all students to effectively there was still that lack of believe me, go see for yourselves. the Delaware . Water Gap for a
hotel. (Ho, ho, we would!)
represented, Richard Hauser is our communication with the student
Yes, there's still a little bit left. I Leaving the dark interior of the
choice.
body. Within the past year gleamed all the human and bottle-studded room, I grabbed
Sincerely, communication was still lacking
nonhuman nature I could. Diary my notebook and wrote furiously,
Diane Broogos and there co uld have been more
ex
tracts serving as the basis for as Frank refastened the top to his
Secretary Student Organization done for the students.
songs
follow . Digest.
·
convertible. Before he left, I took
Tony Romano
Now after two years I would DECEMBER 28, 1971
note of a school bus in the
Maria Parisi like to be the person responsibl e
Secretary for answering and fulfilling the 9:15 AM - Frank came rolling by parking lot. It flashed the label
Class of 1974 duties of N.S.A. Coordina tor. in his Austin-Healey. Sun peeking "Pahaquarry Township," and
Michael Schiavo There is one important thing that from behind clouds, last evening's appeared aging from disuse.
Riding higher now ; the air became
Vice President !would like to see. This has no rain yet on the street, and a mild
cooler.
c
hi
11 ,
hardly
impaired
the
Class of 1973 direct relations with the du ties of
Down
tne road, quick
moi;ning. I took one last look
Kenneth Graf coordinator , bu t it means a .great around nw>, a& he tried desperately imfTressron of a
one-room
, , , , Prei;ipent, I.f),1C . deal to me. I woulalTke Co see the to fit two guitars into the car. school-house. Also, Hex signs on a
Chairman, Student/Faculty executive board of Student Picked up a bottle of Gallo Ruby . barn. Heightened desolation .
Athletic Committee Organization work together as Port for $1.25. (Yeah , a whole Lasting impression - array of
Gary Decarolis one, not apart, as it has been in quart.) We were off.
haried "No trespassing" signs on
Senior Council Member the past.
Following Highway 78, the sun
Respectfully yours, began to lift it's veil. The dirt roads we cut off to. Bold
Chairman, Social Welfare Club
Ed Lupkin Austin-Healey pushed on. Cutting letters scored our eyes
''patrolled ,"
" Hunting
off to 31 North was the last Prohibited," "Game Preserve,"
deliberate move on familiar and
"U.S.
Environmental
territory . (Amazed at the vastness Studies." Unfriendliness? Sure
of open space still left in crowded, looked that way! After winding
little Jersey.)
our way out of the maze of dirt
We picked up Interstate 80 roads, saw next sign of life - a
I have chosen to endorse the from there. Haphazardly zipped young girl on a bridge. Both
following two candidates for off when we came to a sign thought we knew where we were
reading "Flatbrookville". (How's going, bu t neither of us could
Student Organization.
For the position of Vice that for a mouthfull?) Spirit of resist temptation to stop and ask
President, I support Alice Ann discovery. Humor flew back and her directions. She was scared fourth between · two men, held o~ smart, at any rate. Bum
· To: Mr. Don Smart and the Stu den Hoeft. Here is someone really
directions sent us off the path.
together
by a faithful machine.
In regard to my recent letter of unique. Although Alice Ann is a
Finally, saw a commercial
11 :30 AM - The wind kept
freshman,
she
has
demonstrated
intent I would like to make one
enterprise!
Stopped at Lombardi's
whipping
by
us.
Look
a
narrow
,
correction concerning my position such remarkable interest and
winding road. Fenced in by high , Variety Shop. Met two astounding
devotion
toward
helping
her
on the recommendation of a
vertical walls of rock. Quick people. Inquired where we could
Cabinet: The cabinet would not fellow students that I can only
glimpse of letters painted on in go for lodging and refreshment.
define
as
fantastic.
Because
of
be made up of Special Interest
yellow
spray paint - "Hippies Mrs. Lombardi, a ripe old parrot
groups . It would include these qualities, I sincerely hope
Beware",
enhanced by a swastika.
(Continued on Page 13)
she
is
elected.
competent people in the areas of
Continuing down the same
For President, Steven Band is
business management, academic
policies and student life in my choice. I have known Steve road, -all appeared deserted.
general. Specific details will be for almost two years and during Finally, observing dwellings,
slowed down . Hunger set in.
{Continued on Page 12)
worked out with the Executive
Board of Student Org.
PREGNANCY COUNSELLING
Thank You,
LSAT WORKSHOP
FOR WOMEN
Steve Band
invites you to:

Snack Bar
Idea

Lupkin NSA

Band to

Smart and

Brescia
Endorses

Students

CATHOLIC CAM PUS
MINISTRY of
NEWARK STATE

Patriotic

Classes

now forming in

preparation for April 8th
LSAT~ Under direction of

Suck
Dear Editors,
You suck! Why not save the
radical hippie jerk-offs like Frank
Zappa and Allen Ginsburg for
when the circus comes to town.
Why not be more sensible and
intelligent about the whole thing
and invite a respectful, influen tial,
patriotic, and talented group like
Johnny Mann and the Stand Up
and Cheer Singers.

law

professor

and

high

scoring LSAT specialists.
Course begins March 11th.
Verified

record

of

achievment.
LAW BOARDS INSTITUTE
450 7th Ave.
(34th St.) NYC
212 594-1,970 & 695-2611

MASS:
Thurs: 1:40
Eve. Students' Council Rm.
(next to Stu. Act. Off.)
Sun. 6 P.M.
Womens' D.orm Lounge
'Open House' Meeting:
Tues: 1:40, Council Rm.
A few minutes to pray:
Fri: 9:30
Chaplain's Office
Fr. Phil Merdinger
Off. Book Store Bldg.
Box 25
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New Concert
(Continued from Page 3)

and shouted "That's The Way
God Planned It" as one of the
greatest back-up bands in rock
history rocked and rolled along
with the A&M recording artist.
And a crowd of thousands
listened and saw rock history
being made.
The Back-up Band: George
Harrison, Ringo Starr, Leon
Russell, Eric Clapton and more.
That
occasion:
Preston's
appearance at the historic
Madison Square Garden Benefit
concert for the East Pakistani
refugees,
along
with
the
afrementioned artists and Bob
Dylan.
The Garden appearance was
just another definitive step for the
Black composer-performer, who
started show business with
Mahalia
Jackson, followed
through with Sam Cooke and Ray
Charles, eventually wound up
playing with and for The Beatles,
and has just completed a new solo
album for A&M which he
produced himself.
A quite respected keyboard,
composer, and vocalist, Preston
has worked on sessions with
Carole King, Barbara Streisand,
The Beatles, Steven Stills, Merry
Clayton , Ray Charles, Aretha
Franklin , Delaney & Bonnie, The
Stones, Ike and Tina Turner, Tami
Terrell , Marvin Gaye and Little
Richard. And the list just goes on.
When The Beatles were
recording "Get Back" Paul
McCartney invited Billy Preston
to play electric piano in the
session. The Beatles bought his
old contract from Capitol Records
and signed him to their own
ApP,le label.
Prestod

became·

the

first

American artist• to work • with
Britain's Beatles. The first black
entertainer with whom The

Review
(Con tinu ed from Page 6)

downfalls. Mr. Cohen has included
such masters as Agrippa, the
sourcerer and alchemist, John
Dee, St. Germaine, Mesmer (as in
mesmerized) and others.
Mr . Cohen's writing is
fascinating and very clever. In his
account for the life of Emanuel
Swedenborg, Swedish occult
philosopher; seer and theologian.
He includes a passage from Kant:
"The system of Swedenborg is
unfortunately very similar to my
own philosophy. It is not
impossible that my rational views
may be considered absurd because
of that affinity. As to the
offensive comparison I declare we
must either suppose greater
intelligence and truth at the basis
of Swedenborg's writings that the
first impression excites, or that it
is a mere accident when he
coincides with my system."
Perhaps the most interesting .
idea of the book is Mr. Cohen's
preoccupation
with
the
acceptance of each occultist in his
times and their significnace ·n
today's occultism. Knowing these
occultists a little better seems
detract from that "black magic"
and add to their hum<Jnism .

LOST
GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
RING
1969

If found please contact
478-4456

After 8:30 P.M.
Reward $5

Beatles had ever associated
themselves professionally . The
first artist to receive label credit
with The Beatles - The Beatles
with Billy Preston. And finally the
first artist to be personally
produced by Geroge Harrison on
two Apple L.P. 's.
Billy wants to make it on his
own as an entertainer. That's why
the break from Ray Charles and
the severance from Apple. · "My
message is to change the image of
most entertainers as 'stars' singing
lollipop shit. I want to give people
something that they'll really
remember, to help their lives, to
try and make them forget about
all the rest of the shit that's going
on, to give them something solid
- an~ what I'm talking about is
God - a good solid message that
makes you think.
Kenny
Loggins has been
writing music and producing for a
long time and now that he's
decided to have a go at
performing he's joined forces with
Jim Messina, and together they're
one of the hottest new acts
around . Jim is a veteran of Poco
and Buffalo Springfield, where he
wrote, played and sang.
Loggins and Messina sing and
play a sweet blend of country and
rock with a special sensitivity only
seasoned artist can have.
They recently released a fine
debut album on Columbia
Records which has been acclaimed
by both critics and fans alike.
We should be hearing a lot
from this talented new duo in the
future .
NOTE - John Hammcnd, who
was originally scheduled to open
this show, will not appear due to
contractual conflicts.
• Tickets for ·this concert will 20
on saled on Tuesday•, March· 14th
at 1:45 P.M. in the Little Theatre.

Brescia
(Co ntinued from Page 11)

that time he has consistently
shown the expertise demanded by
this office. We've shared many
committees together so I've really
gotten to appreciate the work he's
done and the sincere concern he
has for all of us. You can be
certain that Steven Band made no
empty promises; he has a great
system and his dedication will
make it work. Support him ; you
have everything to gain.
Very truly yours ,
Tom Brescia
The Independent did not
interview the candidates for NSA
Co-ordinator, but the following
statements were submitted for
publication:
The
National
Student
association has much to offer its
member students, in terms of a
legal rights staff, a speakers
bureau, an educational reform
desk, a women's desk and many
more; each
transmitting
information
to the ,N.S.A.
representative at the member
schools.
The N.S.A. Co-ordinator can
compliment the programs of
C.C.B. and the Townsend Lecture
Series by dealing with the N.S.A.
Speakers Bureau and acquiring the
services of many activist people ,
dealing with today's problems.
Secondly, at th-s time, when
s!udents are beginning to bear the
brunt of the economic squeeze,
one v,ery constructive action
which
the
next
N.S.A.
Co-ordinator could perform
would be the re-establishment of
the discount arrangement in
various stores in the area. This,
(Continued on Page 13)
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on the pegs
(Co ntinu ed from Page 6)

fashion
kick-starter. Sweat.
Nothing, it wouldn't catch for
anything - all the tea in China,
and all that rot.
I gave up. Take out the old
tool kit and pulled the plugs. Sure
enough, there it laid , about an
inch of carbon, sitting there
laughing at me . It's either clean
"them or buy new ones. Oh well.
It's 78 de_grees F and only the
first days of March and doomed
to my stuffy automobile 'cause of

You see I am very,
very sorry!
Please forgive!

dirty spark plugs. I could just
scream!
All that day, as I saw all my
fellow bikers, who just as
suddenly crawled out of the walls
of winter, truckin' around. I keep
1oathing
those spark plugs.
Frustration! But I rationalized it.
Realizing I had time to repair
because it would get cold again,
for awhile. So, I went out and
bought those plugs.

Some girls do have more
fun than others. They're
always on the go. Love ,
hiking, camping, all active
sports. If you're that girl,

But . . . I hate thos tricky
sudden spring clays for the
frustration they bring. For those
days it's spring and spark plugs.

Buy a Lollypop
for Luck Help
Sigma Kappa
Phi Support

'Your in blood, Lynn.
FOR SALE '63 Chevy
$200. Ask For Mike
at the Independent
Office Or Call
Brian 634-9419

Dosome
girls have
more fun?

the March of
Dimes March
15, 16, 17
Snack Bar
Willis
Townsend

ECO-ACTION '72
FREE
. ADMISSION
,

you probably use Tampax
tampons. The internal
:sanitary proteclion.- that -

SAT. MAR. 11, 1972
SADDLE BROOK

SHIP
BAND
IS
COMING

HIGH SCHOOL GYM
10AM-4PM

What is
Transcendental Meditation?
In two preparatory lectures to
given at Newark State, Bob ·
be

Lee of the Student's lnternationar Meditation Society will explain
how:
TM develops creative intelligence and improves clarity of
perception at all levels of experience;
TM is practiced a few minutes morning and evening during
which time the body gains deep rest while the mind expar:ids in

solves your 'mohthly problems. Lets you be as active
as you please. The silkensmooth container-applicat01· makes Tampax
tampons comfortable and
easy to insert. Go ahead,
be the girl that has more
fun. There are millions of
girls just like you. AIL
Tampax tampon users~'.. .'
..

•

'

I

•

I

Our only Interest Is protecting yo!,I.

awareness;

TM is unique and natural, insuring full development of the
individual;

TM can be easily learned and enjoyed by ever_yone.
Transcendental Meditation, as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
will be one of the first courses offered by the Free University this
semester. The Lectures will take place on Thurs. March 9, at 7 :30
P.M. in the Formal Lounge at Downs Hall.
Introductory L.e cture Tonight
7:30 P.M . - Downs Hall, Formal Lounge
ALL WELCOME

transcendental
meditation
as taught by

OtvflOl'EO B't' A DOCTOIII
NOW US[O IY MILLIONS o, WOMEN

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX IHCORPORATEO, PALMCR, MASS

•

THURSDAY, MARCH 9:
1:40 Catholic Mass:
Eve. Student Council Room
FRIDAY, MARCH 10:
9:30 Prayer Meeting:

Yogi

Chaplain's Office

Maharishi Mahesh

SUNDAY, MARCH 12:
6 P.M. Catholic Mass

Transcendental meditation is a natural spontaneous
technique which aJlows ·each individual to expand his
conscious mind and improve all aspects o~ life.

Women's Dorm Lounge

March 9, 1972
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by Bob Travaglione

Eat on, ye hardy hikers.
Walking drains your body of
energy. To recharge, you have to
eat, but to eat while ,hiking, you
must carry your food supply, and
thereby you use more energy.
When
deciding
on
your
backpacking diet, you must keep
in mind it's weight, bulk, cooking

time and nutritional value.
Freeze dried foods are
lightweight, but they taste ratty.
They use deadly sulfur as a
preservative and don't have any
good enzymes in them .
Rice is nice (sorry) , not
minute, but real unspoiled
varieties. To shorten the cooking
time, soak the rice overnight.
Beans, peas, and lentils can be
prepared at home, by grinding
them up in a blender, and
packaging them in portions. The
pulverizing cuts the cooking time,
and these staples are full of
protein and vitamins.
Buillion cubes go nice with
rice. Organic teas have vitamin C,
warm your body and calm your
nerves, cure diarrhea, and make
you more lovable to the animals
you encounter. Dried fruits and
nuts are simple and very good
choices. Take some flour in a
plastic bag and make yourself
some batter by adding water. This
is good for pancakes, bread , and
dumplings and give you, your
necessary carbohydrates.
Small cans of meats are good
tasting and add some protein to
-your diet. Granola, grapenuts,
Familia, all make good meals,
rather balanced without adding
anything to them., Rolled oats are
fine. Hard cheeses last a long time
and acquaint you with the
usefulness of cows. Powdered
packaged soups are hot when
heated and make good gravies,
just be wary and study all the
ingredients.

hours or until they are dried and
leathery.
Many foods can be dried .
Experiment. String diced foods in
a warm room. In sun light, dry
them on paper. (best method but
longest) In over (3-8 hours) at the
lowest possible temperature. If
you desire, you can soak food to
be dried in a sauce or liquor to
add flavor.
Milk: Dry milk doesn't spoil
and is light and compact. Cook all
fresh meats to avoid disease. When
beef gets old it . gets brown and
hard, it is perfectly good and it is
more digestible. When possible
catch fish for a meal.
In an emergency, boil some
bark or moss for a nourishing
broth.
The above is an outline of what
I eat while on the trail, it may not
be the best diet, but I'm not dead .·
You have an idea about what
to eat, now for a few words on
the type of fire you need to cook
it on. The first stove I owned was
the Bluet butane by Gaz. I found
this stove to.tally unsatisfactory
for my needs in the field. First,
the butane fuel is not available in
enough areas of the country to be
a practical fuel. The stove will not
function in temperature under 32
degrees F. because butane stops
flowing in thh temperature range.
The stove is the one on the left in
the picture. I almost lost one of
my hands because of this stupid
stove. I put a new cartridge in it
one day, the temperature of the
air was around 35 degrees. The
cartridge leaked and squirted all
over my hand. This gas instantly
froze my hand, and it - took an
hour to get feeling back into it.

The stove in the center of the
picture, I have found to be the
most practical of all the stoves
with which I have had experience.
This stove is the Svea 12. This
stove is powered by white
JERKY, the manna of hikers. gasoline. It is a little hard getting
(Beef type is the safest). How to the stove going for there is no
make it. Foreplay: select clean pump and it is self generating. To
area to work on, wash your hands. start it, you heat up the base of
Get some lean beef (fats will turn the stove which starts the gas
brown, stink, and become rancid). spurting out the top burner. The
Cut it into ¼ strips, and place on drops of gas will accumulate at
top of grill of oven, set at lowest the base of the generator which
temperature and bake for six supports the burner head. You

then close the valve and light the
drops of gas. You then ignite this
fuel , which heats the generator
which draws the fuel up out of
the tank. Open up the valve when
the flame is almost out and the
stove will roar into operation . The
heat of this stove is the most
steaay ana Intense I hov CYCT'
seen. The stove is all brass with a
built in aluminum cup. The stove
on the right is the Primus 8R. Its
operation is the same as the Svea
123, but it weighs a half pound
more and I believe that its flame is
too close to the fuel tank, making
it hazardous. To carry the gasoline
I use a Sigg brand quart bottle, as
shown in the picture. This is
enough fuel for about a week and
a half of cooking. This container
is leakproof and light in weight.
My decision for using a stove
instead of campfires, is because I
want to be self contained. Wood
may be wet and in higher
mountain exploration, above
timberline, there will be no wood .
To take and burn wood, you
destroy the environment, for the
deadwood decays and enriches the
soil and it also acts as a shelter for
animals.
Now I'll finish this fifth and
final article on backpacking with
some camping trivia.
Line Canteen pockets of your
pack bag with some foam to stop
the freezing of the water. Use tent
type seam sealant to seal all the
stitching of the pack bag.
Clothing - Keep it in layers, so
you can peel it away as your
activities change your temperature
and as your body moisture
dictates.
Never be completely satisfied
with any equipment, keep on
experimenting and retiring the
inadequate articles.
Rain in the summer is nice, I
can't see any reason to shy away
from it. I like sitting naked in it,
and when it completes, I take a
swim if available and put on dry
clothes and have a cup of tea. It
reminds me of walking into a new
day, untouched, unplanned, and
able to be used in any way I want.
Some people use the hiking
experience as a time to get
mystical, meditate, or quoteZen
(Continued on Page 14)

and a true saint, called out her
brother Joe. Joe directed Frank to
Layton. I spoke to her about her
antiques and her artwork. She
painted a post-card type snow
scene as she spoke. Frank joined
me; we explained what we were
doing. She had a curiosity about
what we wanted to write. That
lady was tuned to creativity - she
· understood the frustrations of
urbanization , and the connection
between nature and spirited
regeneration . Long and pleasant
conversation eventually lead to
talk of old age and a desire for
privacy . She lived in her valley for
36 years, and wanted to die there.
Unfortunately, she would soon be
forced to sell her land to the
government. She had a profound
respect for nature and a natural
pace of life. ("Don't you think
we're
overdoing progress?")
Tremendous ecological awareness
- she told us the government was
building a damn on the Delaware
River. That would mean the end
of the shad , who would be unable
to spawn. (The country folk don't sell them short.)
1:30 PM
Layton, N.J.
(Montague Twp.) Small white
buildings strewn on either side of
the road. Looked like a model
railroad town. Buildings labelled
Layton Garage, Layton General ·
Store and Layton Hotel. (Frank:
"Looks like some cat by the name
of Layton Live here.") Not much
else. Hotel closed un. Stares from
kids playing. (Strangers!) ,
Ddwn the road, picturesque
K&O Bar. Took lunch out. A
plastered Theodore Udder and a
sterotypical barmaid suggested
area motels. Frank and I inquired
about local activities and
newspapers. Proprietor walks in,
demands: "Where do you think
you are, out in the sticks?"
(Affirmative.)
Bennett's Motel
no
vacancies, but a friendly Mrs.
Jorden
recommended
the
Rendez-Vous. She admitted she
wasn't out to rob people. (Can
you blame her $9 a night for a
room.)

Oranges and Newark. City scenes
- smells rotten; traffic; rush.
Church bells. Strange sight Harrison, Youth Center and
Senior Citizens Center housed
together. Sickened by "no
littering" signs implanted amidst
dirty city. (Pretty nitty gritty
shitty in the city.)
Dropped in on Frank's cousin
in N. Arlington. Told our tales.
Good at last!
Homeward.
5:30 PM - Drop in on friends,
then to Frank's. Rest it off.
Sundown. Comin' up my walk.
A few more words. Taking up a
m1ss1on sorr.ething like Ario
Guthrie's, we hope to spread a
movement. So does this column
and our music . See what's out
there. We want you to see how
little respect the sophisticated
urbanites
and
suburbanites
(ourselves included) have had for
their
fresh-air counterparts.
Something primev il, though
buried in our artificial world ,
exists in all of us. Find it preserve it. The people here, by
far the most beautiful sight and
sounds ever. Already, they have
taken their places as the figures in
songs. The spirit lives on.

Sound & Fury
(Continued from Page 12)

would be a major priority if I was
elected N.S.A . Co-ordinator.
Lastly and most important, the
N-.-S.A.

Co-ordfo.ato.r's

nu,jor

responsibility is to keep you, the
students of N.S.C. informed as to
what is happening in other
schools. As N.S.A. Co-ordinator I
would
publish a monthly
newsletter based on information I
receive from the National Office.
I present myself to you as a
man willing and committed to
serve you.
.
Before this year, N.S.A. .vas
used primarily as a student se; ;ice
offering trips to Europe, Baha1aas,
and ski trips; student insurance,
and other serivces in this order.
This year N.S.A., has put to use
public relations as a formal link
between our student government
DECEMBER 29, 1971
and to other student governments
10:30 AM - To 15 South.
across the country. Both of these
Desolation. All roadside stores forms (Student Service and Public
closed. (Ugh! No breakfast.) Relations) should be put to their
Civilization. Passed lakes and fullest use to benefit the student
farms. Interesting contrast to body .
before. Just outside Spartan, N.J.,
I realize that there is a lack of
on rock, painted "HI". Skipped interest on behalf of the student
off onto 80 E. Then to 287 S. body when tt\e subject of politics
Serened up - ended up on 10 E. comes up. Politics, being as it is, is
Pulled off, back to familiar important and a vital part of our
territory.
campus life. Last summer a
Th rough
Livingston
delegation from Newark State
disgusting view of road signs and went to the national conference in
rooftops of suburbia clustered Colorado. The people that went
together. Frank's idea - for represented our student body in
contrast. Too shocking to make all aspects. To me this is
adjustment to city, even after important and I feel that this
short break. Orange, N.J., E. same policy should be continued.

REAL LOVE ANO CONCERN FOR GOO ANO MAN, JOIN
US IN OUR STRUGGLE AGAINST HUNGER, DISEASE-I
POVERTY ANO IGNORANCE, AS WE SEEK TO BRINu
THE JUSTICE, FREEDOM ANO PEACE OF CHRIST TO
ALL MEN. THIS IS THE TASK OF THE DIVINE WORD
MISSIONARY PRIEST ANO BROTHER. TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT US, WRITE:
FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVO
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT. 3 7D
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045 •
Include your age, education, interests, address, etc.
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VitriOUs Fluids

Dear Friends,
Do you suffer from a lack of
spiritual enlightenment or as I
prefer to call it " psoriasis of the
soul?" Do you feel left out when
you're meditating with the guys
and all you see is your belly
button? Well don't let it worry
you. Ha , ha, I always chuckle
when I remem ber my own
arduous trip down that " Long and
winding road." Yes I've been
through it trying my best to avoid
the potholes of tem ptation , the
crosswalks of sin and the
sto plights of "fear and trembling
and sickness unto death ." I myself
had a talk with God and asked
him how I as an individual human
being, weak, alone and sinful
could find contentment, peace
and nirvana . .. to which he gave
this to ngue in cheek reply: "bleh
roplente pleh reh ." Removing his
tongue from his cheek he said
only one word "shee-it ." How
many nights have I agonized over
that I can only guess at (one or
two I think.) Anyway in the end
it was only my moral courage and
immense reserve of humility that
enabled me to stave off the
v1c1ous parasites of sin and
tem ptation that attacked the very
essence of my soul. You might
well be wondering what all this is
leading up to and well yo u migh t.

Well me and some of the guys
in the elite have started the
Famous Saints School. We have a
test that we will send you to find
out whether you have talent for
the exciting and lucrative spiritual
enlightenment field. Along with
the test comes a free mini-lesson.
Think· of it, in a few short
•weeks you will be able to amaze
and bedazzle yo ur friends and
family with all sorts of nifty
miracles. Watch their eyes bulge as
you change white milk to
chocolate (and only you know the
secret.) Make music come from a
R-a-d-i-o with the flip of the
switch and numerous other
activities.
Read the words of one of our
many satisfied customers: "I was
just an average Joe and didn 't
have much luck at work or with
the girls, they wouldn 't have
nothing to do with me y' know .
Well one day I was flipping _
through Mechani x Illustrated and
I saw their ad. What have I got to
lose? I took the course and now
have a high paying job with a
good company and the broads?
They're falling all over me. I gotta
hand it to those guys at FSC they
really taught me how to throw the
Papal Bull." Pope Paul VV
Vatican OK, yo u've heard the
facts, so sign up now . The total
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Yo9r educational plac:e in the sun.
Squthampton 's bright young facul ty and re•
i;iowned.visiting scientists, artists and educators
are planning an ambitious Summer program of
small informal classes for the Summer of '72.
Sixty academic courses plus nine Art Workshops .
Plan now fer Summer at Southampton College.
For the price of a good education, you 'l l also
enjoy the beaches and boating and golf and
fishing and art colonies and theatre and more.

Winding
Road
(Continued from Page 13)

and others. I can't com prehend it ,
I can only seem to relate to logical
tangi bl e
thoughts.
Maybe
someday I might go with the
former type, I can't see a reason
to read poems about beauty or
nature, for these things are
everywhere, and I see them and
this excites me enough. Poetry
seems like it is used to open eyes
to what you know is there.
Poetry , read on a hike makes me
feel dependent on something
besides myself. It is a form of
stimulous for awareness.
Clip your toenails, if they are
good healthy ones, they make fine
toothpicks. Something between
my teeth is one of the worst
frustrations in life.

Two 5-week Academic
Sessions
June 19-July 21
July 24-August 25

Two 4-week Art Sessions
July 3-July 28
July 31-August 25

r- .---------------------------,
John F. Parkin, Direc tor of the Summer Program

~~~ni~~.

Southampton, N.Y. 11968 (516) 283-4000
Please send me brochures about:
0 UNDERGRADUATE COURSG: Social Science, Humanistic Studies, Natural Sciences, Teacher Education ,
Administrative Science.
0 GRADUATE COURSES: Pro fessional Education, Social
and Behavioral Sciences. Liberal Arts .
0 GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN
HUMAN ECOLOGY
0 SU MMER ART WORKS HOPS: Art Education, Photography, Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, Ceramics ,
Graphics, Film and Creative Arts for the Classroom
Teacher.
0 PRE - COLLEGE ACADEM IC AND STUDIO ART
COURSES
0 SUMMER SPORTS CAMPS: Wrestl ing and Judo .
0 . ENVIRONMENT CAMP : For children 8 to 13.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ROOMS AT THE MEN'S
DORMITORY
ARE
PRESENTLY
AVAILABLE.
SE·E
MRS . CLARK
IN
WHITTMAN HALL.

Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ ___,_. Zip _ _
Your College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

L- --- -- ------------------------~
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course is 18 lessons and one
s upercool
badass sensitivity
session in the plush back room of
white castle in which you get to
fondle the bodies of licensed
perverts, play monopoly with
sinners and trip the light fantastik
with your choice of 15 female bus
drivers. Don't pass this up , it
might be your alst chance.
Phyllis Stein, Director
Famous Saints School
Affiliate of_Finster
Corres. School Inc.
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TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED

The Na tiona l Agency Of Student Employm ent Ha s Rece nt ly
Complete d A Nationwide Resea rch Prog ram Of Jobs Ava ilab le To
Co l Iege Students And Graduates Du ring 1972. Catalogs Which
Fully Describe These Employment Positions /'kJy Be Obtained As
Fol lows:
.

Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the United States in Resort Areas,
National Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.

( )

Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in /'kJny Foreign
Countries. Price $3.00.

( )

SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected f..g_c
You. Please State Your Interests. Price $6,00.

2 SYLVAN ST. RUTHERFOR(? , N.J.
Research and Reference Material for projects,
reports, papers, thesis. Ask also for other writing
services.
For Info. call: 933-6117

NEWARK
STATE COLLEGE
UNION, N. J.
Memorandum

'

( )

National Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Di vision·
#35 Erkenbrecher
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220

• , ",
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Lacrosse team · prepares
for Rutgers Clash
The Newark State Lacrosse All-Metroplitan
Conference
team wil officially open its 1972 standout Ron Stone. In addition,
season with a scrimmage clash, it was learned recently, that the
this Friday, March 10, against services of Bob Giordano and
Rutgers J.V. at 3:30 P.M. in New George Dvorsky will be lost to the
Brusnwick.
club for the remainder of the
Both coaches and players are season.
quite optomistic for the teams
Fortunately, the team has been
chances in '72 and with good blessed with a number of 1st year
reason. Coach Hawley Waterman men , who wil add valuable depth
has some 15 returning varsity to the rugged midfield position.
letterman back from last year's This, coupled with the return of
4-7 squad, along with a host of 1st last year's veteran's leaves the
year• players who will provide the team in respectable shape to open
team with valuable depth at all the season.
positions.
One of the key men at the
One of the key names to watch midfield spot is Bog Della Pia,
is John McFadyen. A former winner of the 1971 Newark State
defensive standout at Hanover Coaches Award. An outstanding
Park High School, John was called inidfielder two years ago, Della
upon to make the difficult switch Pia, ironically won the award as a
to offensive last year. McFayden goalie last season, when he filled
responded beautifully however, in for the injured Gary Pierritti
scoring 16 goals while adding 9 and did an admirable job. This
assists. With a year's experience at year, Bob will be returning to
the new position behind him, midfield however, where he hopes
McFayden will undoubtably be to pick up some of the offensive
ready to improve even further on slack left by Stone's departure.
his 1971 performance.
Other midfielders back from
The attack position is also last year's squad are Jim
ledby a pair of varsity standouts Cannizzo, John Lynch and Bill
in Jeff Miller and Mike Natale, Wittmer. All three have been
who both emerged as two of outstanding in practice sessions,
Newark State's more prolific and appear ready to fill the void,
scorers. Miller scored 10 goals and left by the departure of their
6 assists, while Natale sent the ball three linemates. Steve Zamek will
past enemy goalies 13 times last also be returning to the Newark
year in just eight games. In State lineup in '72. In just his first
addition he has 7 assists to his full season last year, Zamek
credit.
emerged as the Squire's second
Pressure for a starting role will leading midfield scorer.
be exerted by both John Ryan
Important depth will be added
and Ted Patten. In just their by a host of first year players,
seboctohnd mf~H VaWf <MneijlU!P,itu
· illl-o'I.'+'·.!.I.M\·
•
th
previously played the sport in
offensive standouts for_
e high school. Their knowledge ?f
Squires. The attack core will also the game has been valuable in
be bolstered by 1970 lett~rmen aiding the other new players on
Bill Stark who will be returning to the squad. Barry Brandon, Ken
after
Ba l
the Newark State lineup 1971
Graf, Gene Muzyko ,
g ey
sitting out the entire
Goodwyn and Joe Abbruscoa~o
campaign. Finally' first yea! man have all been working well in
Kurt Wanner, has been coming ~n
strong in practice drills and wdl pra~~~\lefense should be better
soon be ready to add to an than ever in 1972. Ward
already strong position for the Closterman, transfer student _from
Squires.
Kansas Wesleyen College, will be
The midfield position has been ready to step in this year after
severely hampered by the loss of

DATE
MARCH :8
MARCH 30
APRIL 3
APRIL 4
APRIL "
. APR IL 7
APRIL 8
APRIL 10
APRIL "
APRIL I>
APRIL I~
APRIL !O
t\PRIL ::
APRIL : 4
~~~:~ ~'.;
MAY I
MAY 3
MAY b
~~~ ~O

CAPTAIN , C. Robb;ns
OPPONENT
.
ST. PETcRS t'OLLlLL .
llLOOMFIELDCOLLcLI·
~MYO~i;:CLA IR STATI- ('OLLl·(;IRUTGERS NEWARK
..
NEWARK COLLEGlc 0~ l,'<L.
•TRENTO" STAH t'OLLlLI.
BARUC H COLLEG I·
• MO"JTCLAIR STATU'OLLlol,I
FAIRLEIGII oicK1-.;so,_ ~1AD1so,
•WILLIAM PATERSO:-. ( OLLI <,I.
MONMOUTH (OLLlGI
.
•JcRSEY CITY STATI· COLLI (,I
•G LASSBORO STATI. l'OLU (,I
•TRENT01' STATll'OLU•(,1- .
' JlRSEY CITY STATI: _c oLLl·.GI
BLOOMFIELD COLLEGI·
•WILLIAM PATcRSOS
.
•GLASSBORO STATl· rOLLl·U
RUTGERS SOUTII JlRSLY_.
"JlWARK COLLLGE OF L.,_(,.

SITE
IIOMI.
IIOMI
AWAY
IIOMl·
110\IL
110\11
AWAY
\WAY

COACH : Robert Cullen

TIME
.~: t)(I

DATE

J.00
Ul(I

.11:,

~:JP

3,30

.Ult.I

-l rh

1:00
1:00
7:3()
.'U IO

4 ,CJ
-l 13

,\W./\Y

110\11
110\11
110\11
,\\\',\ Y
,\\\',\ '\

110\II
110\11
,\\\'AY
.\WAY

11m11.
110\11
110\11

1:11()
U)tl

-l , 17
-l I'\
➔ ~ I

11 110
.-. :_111

:h
-1·>

; '. (Ml

; I

I 1.110

; -1

_;.( l(J

5:,.,

1: 1)()

;:1.10
\ :110
.UII
3:00

~CONFERE:SU GAMES

Lacrosse
DATE
APRIL 5
APRIL 7
APRIL 1:
APRIL 15
APRIL 19
APRIL::
APRIL !b
APRIL !9
MAY 3
MAYb
MAY 10

➔

,1111

Tennis
DATE
\1ARl'il .,o

COACH : H.C. Waterman
CAPTAINS : J . Mcfayden
B. Giordano

OPPONENT
STEVE~S
QUEEN'S COLLLGL
WILKES
KUTZTOWN
SOUTHAMPTO:S
DOWLING
N.Y.I.T.
YORK CO LLlGl
F.D.U. T~ANEC K
NEW YORK MARITIMc
C.C.KY.

,.{_ •.·.,,,.·.:•;
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Yes it's .O ver
It's finally over. Yes, the Bolik had 23 for Trenton. Newark
basketball season is finally over. was led by Wil Aikens who had 20
The final record was 5-19 with the while Dan Pocus had 16. This
outmatched Squires having a most marked the last home game for
depressing season. Two bright seniors Pocus and Aikens.
spots were seniors Dan Pocus and
The final game was a most
Wilbur Aikens, who finished up anticlimactic one. In a contest
their college careers by both that could only be described as
scoring their 1000th point. dreary, Newark State lost 7 5-55
Outside of the outstanding effort to Rutgers Newark. Wil Aikens
of these two there was little to did not dress for the game due to
cheer about.
an injured ankle and frosh Lenny
The last two cont~~er Hill.,..rt L ' • triat was
. ..
Rutgers he1~ -· - - 11"'"- fell 88-65_ to game.
However in the second half a run
the Trenton team. Play~ng of
14 points, six by Odell Stewart,
aggressive basketball and hustling brought
the score to 50-37 and
and dominating the boards the the game was settled. ~tewart led
Lion front line proved too strong all scorers with 24 while Newark
and the Squires were never really was led by Walt Lykosh with 16
close. 6 ,6,, sophomore Bob and Dan Pocus with 11.
Hutchinson dominated the ga~e
NEWARK RUTGERS - 75
by scoring 30 points and gathering
Zucker 5 3 13 Credile 4 4. 12
30 rebounds. Hutchison and Cunningham 2 1 5 Caprola 2 0 4
Roger Bigos were murder off the Stewart 11 2 ~4 Raggio 4 2 10
boards and Newark never go~ a Guziejewski O 2 2 Haron 2 1 5.
second shot. Holding a 20 P?int
Totals: 30 15 75
lead at the half (50-30) the Lions
NEWARK STATE - 55
came out shooting and gradually
Pocus 4 3 11 Wilson 4 2 10
expanded their lead. Newark Hamilton 1 1 3 Lykosh 8 0 ~6
woke up in the second half and Hill 3 1 7 Wayne 1 0 2 Hoelderin
Wil Aikens and Dan Pocus sco~d 3 0 6. King 0 0 0
15 and 10 points respectavily.
Totals: 24 7 55
Hutchinson led all scorers and Art .

;th·;;e ;h~~ir;;

Golf

COACH : R Bakker

Base b 8 ll

sitting out last seson because of
N.C.AA ineligiblility rules. One of
the few defensemen to play the
sport in high school, Closterman
should add valuable experience to
the rest of the unit.
Starters Mike Cleary and
Harold Gray will be back this
season, along with Frank Tedesco
and
Dennis
McGarrity.
McGarrity's return should be
especially beneficial to the
Squires. Forced to miss most of
the '71 campaign because of · a
knew injury, McGarrity's return
to the line up will provide added
depth to a position severely
hampered by injuries last season.
In addition, first year men Neil
Greco, and Jerome Dunn have
excelled in practice and appear
ready to make their presence flet
upon enemy attackmen.
Newark State appears to be
strongest at the goalie position _
where the Squires were fortunate
to obtain the services of freshmen .
Jim Montalbano. An All State
selection for two straight seasons,
Jim led his Fair Lawn High School
team mates, to
the state
championships in 1970. He is
expected to assume leadership of
the defensive core, where his very
presence should insprie the unit.
Serving as a backup for
Montalbano is Roger Murphy. A
former defensemen the last two
seasons, "Murf" was switched to
goalie this season, and has done a
fine job.
The Squires will play a number
of scrimma e gaffif§ ·nclud.iwr.
April 5 when Stevens Tech.
invades Newark State. With the
opening match up just _about a
month away' the Squires are
already looking forward ~o . the
season with the greatest opbmis~Among the new opponents this
year will be C.C.N.Y. and Queens
Coll~ge, Competition will ~e
stronger in '72, but so will
Newark State. The Squires are out
to improve on last year 4-7
record. . . . barring any severe
injuries, we should do jurt tate !

,\PRIL h

SITE
110\IL .

TIME

AWAY

.1.:.,0

11m1L

,l:J~I

uo

APRIL X
APRIL 1:
APRIL IS
APRIL 17
APRIL :I
APRIL ~4

;\WAY

1:110

IIOMc
AWAY

... '. 30

APRIL 2X
MAY .1

4:00
1:00

MAY h

AWA.\'

HOMl
AWAY
A.WAY

110~1[

: ,oo

,,oo

:,oo
4:00

\IAY X
~IAY ID
MAY 1.1
MAY :01:1

OPPONENT
Sl. l'LTLRS
11,10--:
sn.v1.1s'S
-.:1 WARK Rl 'TCI.RS
IIRUOKDALI (' .l' .
WILLIAM l'ATioRS0'
\IUS\IOl lTII
SU~H' RSl:T ('{'
c;LASSIIORO
ULUOMl·JI.LI>
Rl'JC l'. RS S.J .
TRI.STOS
SOl'TIIA~ll'TO'\\(J,T{'LAIR
1.1).l'.\IADISO'
, .JS.LL, .( .

TIME
~: t()

SITE
IIUMI·.

1:110
: :OU

: ,(l(J
i :IJO
: ,1JO
~:00

~:IWJ

::oo
J : 15
~:00

:·oo
1~ :00

AWAY
IIOME
AWAY
IIOML
IIOMI·.
IIOME
AWAY
IIOML
IIOME
AWAY
IIOMl
T.S.C.

, .A.l..i\ .

COAt;H : Peter Aufsesser

~;,~;(~A~R STA Tl (OLLIGI.
'\tWARK RUTGERS
.
TRLSTON STAT!· COL Ll G~\,OS,tOL'TII
~IARIST
llLOOMHicLD
..
JlRStY CITY STATl COLLtGE
DRtW UN IVERS ITY
SOUTHAMPTOS

~~~~~~6RO ST ATl COLLtU

GERS souni JERSEY
~~~ARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEcRING
N.J.S.C. CHAMPIONSHIPS AT GLASSBORO
~ .A.I.A. CIIA MPIONSHIPS AT DREW

SITE
IIOMc
AWAY
AWAY
HOMl
HOMl
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
HOME
ilOME
HOME
HOM E
HOME

TIME
3,00

uo

1:00
3,00
1:00
2:30
2:00
2:30
3,00
3:00
1:00
J :30
3:00
12:00

TERM-PAPERS RE EAR H
(Intended for research & reference only)

THOUSAND Of TYPE WRITTEN
PAPERS ON FILE
(includes Bibliography and Footnotes)

' 180 Per Page
ORIGINAL PAPERS $3.30 PER PAGE
Finished Form - Bibi. & Footnotes

TERM PAPERRESEARCHERS
E1 Bldg. (Robt Treat Hotel) Rm. 938
50 Park Place, Newark, N.J.
Call 622-0145
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DATE
EVENT
*WEDNESDAY , MARCH 8ili
7:00 PM
Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society

PLACE
Downs Hall

MONDAY , MARCH 13th
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00p.m.
8:00 p.111. - I :00 a.111.

Social Welfare Seminar
Senior Recital
Coffee HOuse

Formal Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

TUESDAY, MARCH 14th
8: 00 a.m. - I 0:00 a.m .
I :40 p.m - 8:00 p.m. - I :00 a_m_

Social Welfare Seminar
Free U: Religion Course
Coffee House

Formal Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

WEDNESDAY , MARCH 15th
7:30 - I 0:00 p.m.
Dr. Zito/Lab Training
8:00 p.m . - I 0:00 p.m.
Senior Recital
8:00 p.m . - I :00 a.m .
Coffee House

Rm . A. Downs
Little Theatre
Hex Room

THURSDAY . MARCH 16th
Need Fulfillment Course
I :40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
Carnival Meeting
1:40 p.m . - 3:05 p.m.
I :40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
Course Evaluation Comm. Mtg.
3:30 p.m.
Explore
4:30 p.m . - 5:30 p.m.
Election Comm .
CCB Film: Battle or Algiers
7:00 p.m. Free U: Transcendental Meditation
7:30 p.m. Coffee House
8:00 p.m. - I :00 a.m.
Theatre Guild Production :
8:30 p.m. -

Alumni Lounge
Sloan Lounge
Room A, Downs
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Formal Lounge
Hex Room
TPA

"J.B."

FRIDAY , MARCH 17th
7:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - I :00 a.m
8:30 p.m. -

Band Practice
Coffee House
Theatre Guild Produ ction:

Little Theatre
Hex Room
TPA

"J.B.,,

SATURDAY , MARCH 18th
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m .
Carnival Meeting
8:30 p.m. Theatre Guild Produ ction :

Formal Lounge
TPA

"J.B."

SUNDAY , MARCH 19 th
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m .
7:45 p.m. -

,

Allied Council of Veteran's
Organizations
CCB Film: Ye ll ow Submarine

Room A, Downs

TPA

I

.I

